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1.1 Objective and Scope 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Every" year, advances in con1puter hard\varc, con1puter sofnvare and DUD1crical n1cthods 
give civil engineers better tools to use in so1ving problen1s. In spite of this, it is still necessary 
to Iin1it or decrease the size and/or scope of ITl0S! realistic probJen1s to sOIllething which can 
be solved in a reasonable an10unt of tirne and with a practical allocation of resources; i.e., 
structural ITIodels often are but pale shadovvs of the reality \vhich they atternpt to portray. This 
is especially true in the area of safety and reliability, \vhere incorporation of eleI1Jents of 
uncertainty 'within the structure or load 1110dels can greatly COD1plicate the solution or Illake 
it inl,nractical to find \vithout further sin1DEfication. !vIanv recent advances in structural 
r ~ ", J.";"
reliability thus seenl geared to\vard reducing the arnount of cOlnputation required. It is 
in1portant, ho\vever, to linlit the level of approxin1atioll so that the answer generated is a 
D1eaningful one. 
\Vith inlproved abilities to handle more con1plex structural reliability problenls, eivil 
engineers \"vere able to solve more difficult prob1cn1s. For instance~ SOITIe studies (e.g.~ Kin1 and 
\Yen, 1988; Rojiani and Bailey, 1981) have sho\vn that existing design codes fail to give 
consistent levels of safety benveen that required for structural cOD1ponents and the level of 
reliability required for the overall structure. One solution to this problern is reliability- based 
structural optimization which requires accurate Inethods for determining the structural 
reliability under a \vide array of circUD1stances. \Vhile it is a long -tenn goal to find such a 
.., ~ \....' ~ 
solution method, the current state of the art consists of n1any po\verful approaches, each of 
\vhieh possessing its o\vn liInitations in applicability or accuracy_ 
\Vith this need in nlind. the focus of this thesis is to provide a useful. nractical nlethod for 
/ ). ... .A 
solving one type of reliability problem. The proposed n1ethod atten1pts to solve the specific 
2 
reliability problenl of structural systen1S subjected to tin1e-varying loadings, \vhere 
uncertainty \vithin the structure and \vithin the loads can be rHodeled by randon} systenl 
nararneters. SpecificallY. this D1Cthod is intended to provide anorOXllTIate solutions to t .l../ " t A 
reliabiJi ty prohlerns involving nonlinear structural behavior, as such problenls cannot be 
solved analvticallv and are even difficult to solve nUluericallv. 
~ ~ ~ 
It is inlportant to solve this probleIu because structural reliability theory is often applied 
to very cOD1plex structures exposed to tin1e-varying loads. Current solution approaches either 
do not pro'vicic accurate results or are very costly to impIenlent. The latter problem is due to 
the high COD1putationa] cost of the solution of the structural response problem even 'without 
consideradon of the systelTI uncertainties; calculating the probability of failure generally 
requires n1(111)l independent COD1putations of the structural response. The proposed method 
reduces the ITun1ber of such computations to feasible levels for realistic problen1s. 
The DroDosed TIlethod does not accoTI1Dlish this without its own limitations. For instance, 
.A. ;...i. ~ 
tbc n1ethod cannot be applied to probJeD1s \vhere the structural response is chaotic or n1ay have 
rnultiple equilibria. }\lso, because uncertainties \1"1thin the systen1 parail1eters are represented 
by randonl variables, the proposed n1ethod currently is not intended to address problen1s 
inVOlving spa rial varia tions in rna terial properties. The il1ethod is, ho\vever, sufficiently flexible 
to be 2iT)Dliecl to a "variety of other structura1 reliability probleDls . 
.t.l../ .,. 
The propused DIClhod Inakes use of Response Surface ivfethodology (RS!v1) to 
approxinlatc ~: ~::-~~~.: ural response statistics. The fast integration technique (Wen and Chen, 
1987) is then rn:~;:...:::~ and cOD1bined w.ith the resulting response surface models to find an 
expression for lirnit state function. :tvlonte Carlo sinlulation is applied to conlpute the 
probability of failure. Sensitivity analysis gives the proposed method greater value as a tool of 
reliability analysis. 
3 
1.2 Organization 
Chapter Two contains the background material underlying the proposed solution D1ctbod. 
A brief overvie\v of existing solution approaches is presented along \vith descriptions of 
research in civil engineering which utilize Response Surface lv1ethodology. 
Chapter Three contains an overvie\v of the con1ponent techniques and philosophy of 
Response Surface T\,1ethodology. Special attention is spent on the analysis of variance 
(;-\NOVA,) and on the class of central COD1posite designs: as the proposed 111ethod utilizes these 
techniques. 
The proposed method is presented in detail in Chapter Four. Two illustrative eXaITIples 
based on a siD1ple single- degree - of-freedolTI systeln subjected to \vhite noise den10nstrate 
how the proposed D1ethod can be applied. 
In Chapter Five, two nUlnerical exarnples are presented and exan1ined. These examples 
attempt to deITIOnstrate the range of applicability of the proposed TIlethod to\vard solving 
realistic problcolS. The first example is of a five story, three bay, strong I11orion resisting steel 
fran1e (S:l\:fRSF) subjected to earthquake loading. The second example is of a steel 
jacket- typc offshore drilling to'vver subjected to hurricane loading typical of the Gulf of 
l\1exico. 
Sensitivit:v analysis is a very useful tool \vithin the field of structural reliability. The 
proposed method can be easily adapted to perforn} efficient and accurate sensitivity analysis. 
This is explored in Chapter SLx.A scheme developed by Karamchandani and Cornell [1992], 
which decreases bias and variance within the resulting sensitivity measures, is used as a basis 
for tbe analysis. 
Chapter Seven provides a SUD1mal)' of this thesis, presents son1e conclusions about the 
proposed Dlethod, and proposes ideas for future study in this area. 
2.1 Introduction 
4 
CHAPTER 2 
BA.CKGROUND 
In civil engineering, the design and analysis of structures is a comp1ex process. rypically, 
structuTcS are verY exp, ensive to build or replace. In addition, the cost of failure can be verv 
,.; J. w/ 
high> because people Jive or \\fork \vithin, or travel upon, nlany of the structures designed by 
civil engineers. Because of this, reJiability analys.is in civil engineering is of great in1portance. 
In the reliability area, researchers are interested in tools which can reduce con1putational 
expense with little reduction in accuracy. Response surface methodology is such a tool for 
probJen1s in n1any areas. This has led to a rapid gro\vth in the use of response surface 
Iuethodology in civil engineering over fhe last decade. This chapter presents an overvic\v of 
significant research \vhich utilizes response surfaces i.n civil engineering reliability analysis. 
2.2 The Reliability Probleul 
Structural reliability solutions generally require two distinct stages: first, one generates the 
response statistics; second, one con1putes the probability of failure. The structural response 
statistics can be generated using tinle- historv analysis or randOITI vibration analysis. The ~ ~ ') w J 
second stage, finding the structural reliability, n1akes use of the response statistics to find the 
probabilitv of failure in anv of a varietv of v;ays: distribution ~fitting, a response surface 
..x...J '" * til' .......... 
approach, FORivf/SORTv1 (first and second order reliability Inethods, respectively), direct 
Jvlonte Carlo simulation, simulation 'with importance sampling, etc. 
E h f " . " 1 11 l ' d ' . h f b1 ~ aCl o' these stages provices cna.denges to tne engineer' epending on t e type 0 pro en} 
being solved. For structures subjected to tin1e-variant load processes, the randoln vibration 
approach is an attractive one at first glance. In random vibrations, the excitation and the 
5 
response are 1110de]ed as stocbastic processes. Randon1 vibration techniques provide a 
n1echanisnl for finding tIl e resp,onse statistics bv nassin g the input nrocesses throu£h the systen1 
'-'"' . .,/ ,1. ",--.;.. ....... -,.,. 
to get the output processes. The covariance Il1atrix of the response} a direct result of a randoln 
vibration C0111putation, contains the response statistics. Several powerful randolu vibration 
methods, such as the Fokker-Planck approach, the perturbation approach, the 
sen1i -empirical approach and the statistical equivalent linearization approach, have been 
developed to evaluate the response of structures \vhich experience nonlinear behavior; 
ho\vever, Ill0st of these n1ethods, except for those based upon the equivalent linearization 
technique, generalJy require too Inuch computational effort to solve probJen1s more c01nplex 
than single degree- of-freedolu systems (\Ven, 1989). The equivalent linearization technique 
replaces a nonlinear s:ysten1 \v1th an equivalent linear one, 111inirnizing the error fron1, the 
approxirnatioD in a n1ean square sense but S(Huetin1cs yields solutions \vhich underestinlate the 
response at higher frequencies. Also, fe\v existing randon1 vibration approaches inherently 
handle the uncertainty of systeln paran1ctcrs. 
The til1le - historv anp·roach for finding, the resnODse statistics is generally n10rc accurate 
*" .l. r JI........' .. 
and robust. Dynalnic analysis of a structure subjected to a simulated load tilne- history 'wiJ1 
yield a response time- history. /\n ensemble of these can easily be used to calculate the 
response statistics. The greatest drawback to this approach is the cOluputational cost One 
tilne- history calculation corresponds to a single san1ple of response, '.vhereas the nlorc 
efficient random vibration approach yields%, at least in principle, the complete response 
statistics. Depending on the reliability anaJysis Dlethod used to solve for the probability of 
failure, the computational cost of generating time-history response statistics can I1lake this 
approach in1practicaL 
There are many l1lethods available for computing the probability of failure once the 
response statistics are kno\vn. Because the proposed Hlethod is intended to solve problen1s 
6 
invol\ling single D10ces of failure (although it may be incorporated into Dlulti -n1odal failure 
n1ethods), simple reliability luethods suffice for this second stage. 
The n10st consistent, accurate and robust reliability TIlethod is pure :tv1onte Carlo 
sin1ulation (:tv1CS), In this n1ethod, pseudo-randon} nurnbers ·with appropriate probability 
distribution(s) are generated to sin1ll1ate realistic conlbinations of system paranleter values. 
\ # "'-" ..,I"
and a structural response is cOlnputed via time-history analysis for each parmnetric 
COD1binatiol1. Because tin1c-variant loads are usually modeled as random processes, each 
response COD1putation also involves generation of load tiIne- histories and the accoD1panying 
dynanlic analysis. 
In IYlonte Carlo sinlulatioD, to achieve accurate results, it is necessary to generaten randoD1 
saruples of tbc response to compute a probability of failure Pi' where n. ;::::; },g to ]J9;) (Wen 
and Chen, 1987). Thus, for a probahility offailurevalue of 0.001, n ~ 10,OOOto 100,000. Despite 
the rnany advantages of ?vICS, it is in1practical to exmnine this n1any san1ples (or more) for 
realistic probleIT1S 'Nherein each response computation may require dynamic analysis of a 
nonlinear structural systenl. 
tlrs 
approach to solving reliability problems is through distribution -fitting. In 
a cUluulative distribution function (CDF) of the unconditional probability of 
failure is fitted by a randon1 saInpling of response values. This CDF is evaluated at the desired 
response threshold to yield a failure prqbability value. This approach. is sin1ple and 
straight-for\v3.rd; however, the accuracy of the results depends upon the accuracy of the 
apprOXin12lting CDF and, thus, upon the number of random samples used to fit the CDP The 
nunlber of randorn sarnp1es required for an accurate forecast of the failure probability is again 
'I , l' . 1 . generallY larger t lan IS practlca to generate. 
If the lin1it state function is known, then FORiYf or SOR1vi n1ay be used to compute the 
structural reliability. FORrvl replaces the lin1it state function with a first order approximation 
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(for a system 'with two variables} this \vould be a plane)~ \vhile SORrv1 approxirnates the linlit 
state surface with a second order} parabolic surface. Both approaches atternpt to find the 
D11nimuD1 distance to the origin in reduced variable space throu2:b an iterative procedure: this 
W ). -G...,...: .A ,; 
~ distance, also knovin as the safety/reliability index, represents the most-probable failure 
point (also referred to as the design point). 
Tbe ncxl section of this chapter contains a brief survey of the significant research 
perfornled in civil engineering involving the use of Response Surface 1vfethodology (RSl\1). 
Fo1]owing this is an overview of the Fast Integration schcn1e developed by (\\len and Chen, 
1987). 
2.3 Related Research 
Iman and Helton (1978) performed a study conlparillg the potential value of response 
surface methodology, Latin - hypercube sanlpling and differential analysis techniques .in 
perfornling uncertainty and sensitivity analysis on conlputer l11ode1s. This study recon1JDcnded 
Latin - hypercube san1pling as the technique \vith the fewest limitations and the most proDllse. 
Response surface Inethodology was rated highly in severa] categories, but finished second in 
the recommendations. 
Veneziano. Casciaii and Faravelli (1983. as cited in KaraITIchandani. 1987) considered the 
,." " .# .' / 
use ofrespoDse surface nlodeling in the analysis of the seisn1icfragiJity ofnuc1ear power plants. 
They advised that in problems 'with n1any variables, the response surface Dlodel may be 
reduced by considering only important randon1 'lariables. The error introduced i.n this 
procedure is included in the lack-of-fit error tern1. 
"Veneziano (1984) studied results frOID proof-loadings of 1202 bays of 51 reinforced, 
prestressed concrete bridges using a Bayesi.an analysis to take advantage of a InioJi 
infonnation. He considered applying analysis of variance (ANOv'A) techniques, but \vas 
n o 
stvDlied bv l1}ulticollinearinl of the data: the 11orn121 eouations for the least-squares estirnate ~ ~ ~J ~ 
of the effects v/ere ill- conditioned. 
Felix \;Yong (1985) applied response surface methodology to analyze the reliability of soil 
Slopes in geotechnical engineering. In this research, \Vong modeled and analyzed soil slopes 
using finite element analyses. Because of the great computational cost of these analyses, 
reliability analysis on the soil slope required a \vay of nlaking nlaximum use of a relatively sInall 
set of data points for soil slope response. \Vong applied a graduating function to fit point 
estirnates of the reSDonse corresDonding to uDcertaL"'1tics in the model pararneters. The 
~ ~ ~ 
resulting response surface \vas used in statistica1 reliability analysis. 
Tang and HaJil11 (1989) used a nonlinear regression nlodel to establish a relationship 
bet\veen foundation settlement and attributes of geologic anon1a1ies for use in con1puting the 
reliability offoundation perfonnance. I-Ialinl and Tang (1991) take this line of Iesearch further 
in lTIodeling the slope safety index B with a nonlinear regression scheme dependent Up011 
aeolo£?:ic anon1alv attributes. b ,-! ~ 
\Virsching and 'vVu (1987). adapted the fast probability integration (FPI) n1ethod of 
RaCKv/itz- Fiess]er (an extension of the Hasofer-Lind scheme) by modeli.ng non-explicit 
perforn1ance functions using a n1ultiple regression luodel based on Taylor series expansion. 
G . .<:\ng (1988) surveyed existLT1g approximate reliability Inethods. In this survey, he 
exarllined using a response surface Iuodel to approxin1ate the performance function in an 
iterative procedure to locate the rnost-likely failure point. 
In his survey of system reliability methods, Karan1chandani (1988) points out that the use 
of second - order polynoluial response surface models to approximate son1e limit state 
surfaces may be inadequate. It is for this reason that the proposed nlethod uses response 
surface D10dels to approxilnate the systern response rather than the linlit state surface, \vhich 
can be D1UIti -Inodal and highly nonlinear. 
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A Inetbod presented by FaraveI1i (1986, 1988) utilized response surface D1ethodology. The 
central conlposite design schenle \-vas used to fit the structural response in tern1S of randoru 
systenl paran1eters. This nlethod was principally intended to solve structural reliability 
problems involving spatial variation of structural properties. 
Faravelli (1989a) proposed an approach to the structural reliability of systems \-vith spatial 
random variability_ \Vhile the scope of Faravelli's paper did not i.ndude tin1e-variant loads 
D10dcled as randoD1 processes, it did use an extended response surface approach to 
approxjInate the response in tenns of the systern paranleters. 
Faravelli (1989b) applied her extended response surface approach to the exanlple probleIn 
of a three- bay, four- storY frame under the exdtation ofKanai - Taiimi -filtered "white noise. 
"" ,.' ,.I ..; 
The random system parameters considered in this example include: Inass, stiffness, hardening, 
and darn.Din£: of the structure; yielding mornents and low-cvcle fatigue resistance for the 
A. s...../,., ./ ~' 
structure's potentia1 plastic hinges; and \vhite noise signal intensity, ground natural frequency, 
ground dampinK, and pseudo-stationary duration of the generated accelerogranls for the 
load. In this example, the seisJl1ic intensity that causes failure of the frarne is treated as the 
response quantity of interest in the response surface ana1ysis. The probability distribution of 
this variable, also kno\vn as a fragility curve, is modeled using a standard experimental design. 
Faravel}i lTIodeled the tin1e variability of the generated accelerograxTIs as a deviation tern1 of 
her response surface. "\Vhile this example shows the application of her method to a 
tin1e-variant probleDl, it appears that only the conditional probability of failure is computed. 
Also, this method was oriented to stochastic finite elements and seemed to deal primariJy\-vith 
the spatial variability of material properties. 
Faravelli (1992) continues \\'ith the developn1ent of her response surface- based rnethod 
of reliability analysis. Her most recent approach utilizes the application of a linear factorial 
design to nIode1 the liInit state surface initially. The response surface Inodel is then used to 
estilnate the design point via a level II reliability analysis. Fractional factorial designs are then 
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applied to further refine the design point location. A final transformation flattens the response 
surface so that all of the points used to fit the lirnit state surface contribute to a better 
approxin1ation of the failure surface. 
Bucher and Bourgund (1987, 1990) introduced an adaptive interpolation scheme to fit the 
lirnit state function with a second order polynornial. This i..nterpolation polynoTIlial was tben 
used in advanced sinlulation techniques to solve reliability problems. The adaptive 
interpolation schenle required fe\ver salnples than the well-known central conlposite designs, 
though they lacked the statistical propenies associated with the dassical RS:rv1 designs. 
Bucher, Chen and Schueller (1988) employed fitted response surfaces to solve 
rinle-'variant structural reliability problems. Their point of emphasis \vas the use of 
polynonlial interpolated functions to approxirnate lin1it state functions which are either Dot 
knOVll1 explicitly or which are con1putationally expensive to evaluate. Once it is possible to 
evaluate the lin1it state function, the thl1e-variant problenl is converted to a time-invariant 
problenl through the application of a Inethod to find the maximun1 load effect for a given 
lifetin1c. In their paper, Bucher, et a1. used an approximate method which assumes a linear 
load c0I11bination nlodeI. The converted limit state function is then fitted \vith a response 
surface model through an interpolation scheme; when s01ved, it yields the unconditional 
probability of failure. This approach was lin1ited by the authors to problen1s without 
consideration of dynamic effects; a· pseudo - dynan1ic model was used to keep the 
cOlnputational costs down. The prin1<lIy purpose of this method is to solve structural reliability 
oroblcn1s for which an exolicit IiI11i! state function does not exist. Because the response surface 
.l! A 
Inodel is used to approximate the lin1it state surface instead of the response, the accuracy of 
the results depends upon how weB the second -order polynomial approximates the vital 
portion of the linlit state surface. For some cases, the actual limit state surface is highly 
nonlinear and is difficult to approxin1ate accurately in this manner. 
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Enge]und and Rack.'''witz (1992) presented an iterative schenle involvinbCJ the \vei_ghting of 
~ \., ........ ~. 
successive factorial designs in approxin1ating the linlit state surfaces. This scherne is designed 
to take advantage of lin1it state evaluations fl1ade in earlier designs. They note that it is difficult 
l ' . bl .. d' , 'l to 1St sUltae convergence cntena anI. that tney cannot recon1rnenu any genera -use 
weighting fUDctions. It should also be noted that adding extra points to classical RS1\1 designs 
can destroy SOBle of the statistical properties of the design, 
EnevoJdsen; Faber aDd SQ)rensen (1992) described a two-phase a)gorithITI for solving a 
cOD1ponent-leve] reliability problelTI that possesses a liluit state function with noise or first 
order discontinuities. This algorithn1 uses the central cOlnpositc design frorn Rs:rv~r to model 
~ ~ 
the limit state function for use in FORl'v1 or SORI'vi analysis. It contains safeguards against false 
solutions and utilizes an adaptive scheDle for estin1ating the reliability index. 
2.4 :Fast Integration Technique 
\Ven and Chen (1987) suggested the use of a fast integration schen1e to solve tirne-variant 
structural reliability probJcn1s by which the conditional probability offailure n1ay be COIl1puted 
\vith reasonable effort. Solution of the probability of failure n1ay generally be accomplished 
by applying the total probability theorem and solving the resulting Inultivariate integral shuwn 
in equation (2.1), 
p!-t) = f pltlx)fx(x)dx 
x 
(2.1) 
where :rr{t) is the probJbility of failure over the tin1e interval t, pr<t!x) is the probability of 
failure conditional upon the system parameter values, x is the vector of systen1 parameters and 
fx(x) is the joint probability density function of the systen1 panH11eters, 
This fast integration scheme circumvents the high cost of numerical inte£ration of (2,1) bv 
1."....0 ~ / .; 
replacing the integration by an equivalent lilnit state forn1ulation. i\ .. n auxiliary random 
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variable is introduced after transforn1ing the systenl paran1eters into normal space. This allows 
the reliability probleH1 to be represented by a relatively sin1ple linlit state function: 
(2.2) 
where 
U = the systenl paralneters X in the transf01l11ed space 
lJn + 1 = an auxil1iary random variable 
T -leu I,) -- 1 t t xr tne sys em parame ers . 
pl ... ) = conditional probability of failure 
This lin1it state function relies on knowing the conditional failure probability, removing the 
tin1e dependence. This limit state function is then used in conjunction with FORM or h10nte 
Carlo sinlulation to arrive at the final answer. Like some of the other TIlethods for handling 
tin1e-variant reliability problenls (e.g., Igusa and der Kiureghian (1988) as cited in Cherng 
and \Ven (1992), the fast integration technique basically reduces the time-variant problem 
to a tin1e-invariant one bv considering the lifetime probabilitv of failure . 
.,...... .. 
This technique has been used in conjunction \vith random vibration approaches to solve 
tinle - variant structural reliability problems. The randonl vibration solution provides the 
statistics of the structural response. These statistics are required to fit the conditional failure 
probability distribution. It should be noted, however, that this solution approach either 
assun1es that the parameters of the conditional failure probability distribution are constants 
or else requires c.on1plete randon1 vibration solutions for each evaluation of the 1ilnit state 
function as produced by the fast integration approach. 
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CIL-\PTER3 
RESPONSE SURFACE !vlETI-IODOLOGY-
3.1 Introduction 
Response Surface Methodology (RS1\1) is a collection of statistical analysis nlcthods and 
techniques which exmnines the rclationship between cxpcrin1cntal response and variations in 
tbe values of input variables. It "vas developed by research scientists perforn1ing experirnents 
in biology and in agriculture (BoxJ 1978); although its use in other scientific fields has grown 
considerably in recent years. Sir Ronald Fisher is credited as the principaJ innovator to use 
statistical Dlethods in experiI11ental design. RSlvi's initial developnlent in agriculture and in 
biology are reflected in its ternlinology; e.g.; a configuration of inpu t variable val ues is referred 
to as a "treatn1ent," since early ex.-perilnents often dealt \vith the effects of cheInical treatn1ents 
on plant gro\v1:hs. Sinlilarly, input values of each independent variable are referred to as 
"1evels." Principal an10ng the techniques deve10ped in RS:tvI are ANO\lA (anal)!sis of 
variance) and the n1any classes of experilnentaJ designs \vhich optimize the fitting of a response 
surface n10del using relatively few smnpling points. 
The n10t.ivation underlying RS:tv1 is to create and analyze statistical models of processes 
'which are difficult to study directly~ using data which is generany expensive to produce. This 
motivation is applicable to the probleITIS encountered in finding the probability of failure of 
conlplex structural systen1s exposed to a variety of load processes. As sho\vn in chapter 2, rnany 
civil engineering researchers have developed or adapted reliability ll1ethods to utilize the 
efficiency of RS1v1. RSrv1 .is also used to optinl1ze a response quantity \vhich is i.nfluenced by 
several independent variables, because it provides simple nl0dels of complicated processes. 
This chapter \vill provide a quick overvie\v of the conlponents of RSlvi \vhich influence the 
proposed ruethod. 
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3.2 Response Surfaces 
The J)art of RSlvf \vhich is of greatest value to the proDosed Inethod is the res1:Donse surface 
"""-"' A J.. 
design. 'There are sc"vera] classes of experinlental design \vhich attempt to create predictive 
models fron1 available inforn1ation. Given specified variations in the systeITI parameters and 
their corresponding systeITI response values] each class of experimental design attempts to find 
the best coefficients of a specific nlodel forn1ula. Petersen (1985) lists SLX considerations for 
selecting the appropriate design. These are: 
• estilnate the coefficients of the equation of the surface 
G assess the reliability of the estimates 
• ,,+ • 
• mJDLmlZe vanance 
.. rnininlize bias 
G fi1easure lack of fit 
~ add a n1ininHlfI1 Dun1ner of points, if necessary, to estimate higher order coefficients 
One of the conceptually sin1pler designs is the factorial design. Factorial designs are 
conceptually sin1ple, brute-force designs \vhere response values are s&lup]ed at equal 
intervals for each variable. They are called factorial designs since they take all possible 
cOITlbinations of the levels selected from each factoL For example, a 2k factorial design 
basicaUy saJllpks 8~iCb k factors (""svstem variables) at two levels. Figure 3.1 displays a 2k 
../ • / ...l. "" 
factorial dcsig:~ L)[ k = 3 variables. The resulting response surface model for a 2k factorial 
In order to prop(;rly fit a second - order surface for k input variables, experimental designs 
n1ust have at least three levels for each variable. One such design is the 3k factorial design 
\vhich requires 3k points (response observations) to fit the 1 + 2k + ~k(k - 1) coefficients of 
the response surface polynon1ia1. For k=5 variables 7 this means that 125 points are required 
to fit 21 coefficients. Figure 3.2 shows the configuration of a 3k factorial design for k = 3. 
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Figure 3.1 2k factoria1 design for k = 3 variables 
Figure 3.2 3k factorial design for k = 3 variables 
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In 1951, G. E. P. Box and K. B. \Vilson introduced a lUliCb Diore efficient class of designs 
for fitting second - order surfaces. These central con1posite designs consist of a 2k factorial 
design (\vith each factor at nvo levels: -1) + 1) augmented bv n') center points and 2k axia1 or 
__ \.. / __ -' ~ .A 
"star" points (\vhcre each factor, in turn, is set to -a and +a). The number of center points, 
J1:2 ' and the value of (1 are chosen by the experin1enter to attain certain design properties. 
The central composite class of designs is used in the proposed method. The central 
composite design adds to the 2K design several star points and center points. T'he center points 
D)ake it possib1e to Ineasure the pure error in the systeln response. The star points allow the 
design to fit higher order surfaces \vithout the cost associated with a 3k factorial design; each 
factor is n1easured at three levels bv sharinQ the information of the star points and center 
-' '-' 
points. 
The general expression for the central COTI1posite design is described by the lnodel: 
k k k i-l 
E(y) = + I BjXj + I PiiX; + I. I BijXjXj 
i=l i=l i=lj=l 
where 
y = response 
B(y) = expected value of the response 
x· = i th variable of k variables 1 
Let F = nUI11ber of factorial points 
Let T = 2k + 1)2 = nUIl1ber of axial points + number of center points 
Let c F + 20: 2 =----F+T 
(3.1) 
.1\. n1atr1.",( X n1ay then be fornled (table 3.1) such that the least squares estiIl1ates, D, of the 
paran1cters, p~ of the Blodel may be calculated by b = (XTX) -lXTy. X (of dimension n x 
Dlv \vhere 11b= 1 + 2k + ±k(k - 1) and n=nuD1ber of points used to fit the response surface) 
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consists of the experimental design l11atrix (of diInension n x n) \vhich is used to find the 
vector y (of din1ension n xl) of the response plus additional ternlS associated \vith the other 
coefficients of the fitted polynoD1ial and based upon the terms of the design n13tr.ix. 
The three design properties \vhich are available '"vith the proper conlbinatioI1 of n2 and Ci 
are orthogonality, rotatability, and uniformity ofprec.ision. With orthogonality, XiX becOInes 
diagonal and the response surface coefficients are lIncorrelated. In order to achieve 
orthogonality, (1., the coordinate of the astar'~ points in the nonnalizcd pararnctcr spacc, n1ust 
be selected so tha t FT - 4Fcx 2 - 4a4 = O. 
Xu 
1 
J. 
1 
1 
.., 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Table 3.1 General representation of the X D1atrix for central composite design 
(Petersen, 1985) 
Xl x2 .. . Xkk Xu X22 .. . xkk X12 Xu · .. Xk-J,k 
-1 -1 · .. -1 1-c 1-c ... l-c 1 1 · .. 1 
1 -1 · .. -1 1-c 1-c .. 1-c -1 -1 · .. 1 
- J~ 1 · .. -1 1-c 1-c .. 1-c -1 1 • • 0 1 
0 0 · .. 0 -c -c · .. -c 0 0 · .. 0 
-ex 0 · .. 0 ( a.2-c) -c · .. -c 0 0 · .. 0 
a 0 · .. 0 (a2-c) -c · .. -c 0 0 · .. 0 
0 -ex j 0 -c (a2-c) -c 0 0 0 · .. · .. · .. 
0 a · .. 0 -c (a2-c) · .. -c 0 0 · .. 0 
0 0 · .. -cx -c -c · .. ( a2-c) 0 0 · .. 0 
0 0 · .. a -c -c o •• ( a2-c) 0 0 · .. 0 
Rotatable designs ensure that the variance of the estimated response at a point is a function 
only of the distance of that point froni the center of the design and does not depend on the 
orientation of the design to the true response surface. For central COTI1posite designs 
incorporating a fun 2k factorial set of points, a n1ust be 2~ to achieve a rotatable design. 
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If the variance of the response is const<1n t for a distance of 1 (in the normalized factor 
space) frolu the center oftlle design, then that design is considered to have unifonn precision. 
Bv iudicious selection of the nunlber n'l of center points used. a rotatable CCD (central 
.I .J ......-"
C0111Dosite desif?:I1) n1ay pain uniforn1 p.recision or orthogonality . 
.l. Cl,l .. 0 ~ .,I 
There are other desi£Il schenles besides factorial designs and central composite designs. 
"-" ........ ~ 
Researchers such as Bucher and Bourgund (1987) have suggested using regression analysis 
techniques to derive second order polynon1ial response surface D10dels 'which require fewer 
san1pling points than sin1ilar central cOlnposite designs. Engelund and Rackviitz (1992) suggest 
using an iterative scherne 'which uses infornlation from previous response surfaces through the 
application of appropriate vveighting functions, though they concede that it is not possible to 
recoI11mend a general form of weighting function \vhich 'would be appropriate for Inost 
problclTIS. Both of these response surface designs lack the statistical properties (such as 
rotatability) \vhich would allo'N then1 to be used in ANOVA calculations. 
It is also possible to niodel response surface designs upon other than sin1plc polynornial 
fornlS. Inverted polynon1ia1 and exponential forDls for response surface n10dels have been 
explored (NeIder, 1966, as cited in Bucher and Bourgund, 1989). 
3.3 ANOVA 
;-\NO\/.;\ is the }\..Nalysis Of VAriance: A.NOVA separates the error 'within a response 
" • ,. 1 Tt 1. d . f h surface n10dcl Into several cornponents. l1e nUInoer an meanmg 0 t. esc error components 
depend upon the type of experimental design being applied. All of the error components are 
CODlputed by utilizing various residual SUIns of squares and the associated degrees offreedoDl. 
For example, for a problem \vith n independent variables and a polynomial response surface 
model, the total error, c, can be con1puted from the total sum of squares, TOTSS, and the total 
degrees of freedon1: 
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TOTSS 
~ i=I 
TOTSS ('l .~ \ £ = . \_I . .J J 
n-l 
\vhere 
n = total number of eXperiITIents 
D - 1 = #degrees of freedoDl associated with TOTSS 
y = vector of actual response values 
For the class of central composite designs, which is used in the proposed n1cthod~ these 
error components consist of the foHowing: 
$ pure error 
* regressIon error 
If lack-of-fit error 
• tota1 error 
The regression error is that error \vhich is due to the regression coefficients. It exists 
benveen the actual response values used to fit the D10del and the corresponding points on the 
response surface D1odel. The total error is computed as ShCYWD in equation 2.2 and is the sum 
of the other three C0I11pOnents. The regression SUDl of squares (REGSS) is colnputed as shown 
in equation 2.3. 
(3.4) 
'where 
p - 1 = #degrees of freedoDl associated with REGSS 
y = vector of response values from fitted surface 
The pure error is that error which is present 'within the orighYJal response being rnodeIed 
and is not an artifact of the modeling process. It is generally COlTIputed by repeating response 
co!nputations at a soecific point in svstem oara1neter snace: the variations in the response at 
A J.. ......A ...\.J 
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that point 'will vield infornlation on the pure error in the svstem. The pure error computation 
-./ ~ ,./.A. 
relies up OD inforrnation froD1 repeated experilnents at a single point in system paraIneter space 
so that the variations in yare due only to the response process being Blodeled, For the class 
of central cOInposite designs 7 the pure error surn of squares CPESS) is conlputed over the 
center points of the design, 
n" 
PESS = (vT),\ -l.r ~ v.)2 
J )n 2 n2\~.Jl 
i=l 
\vhere 
n2 = nunlber of centerpoints 
n" - 1 = #degrees of freedom associated v/ith PESS 
,;;... 1..... .... 
Fran! the pure error surn of squares, tbe pure error (PE) 111ay be con1puted as 
PE= PESS 
n2 - 1 
(3.5) 
The lack-of-fit error represents the deviation of the response surface model fro111 the 
actual response surface. It encolnpasses the regression error and the pure error. The lack of 
fit sum of squares (LOFSS) is cOInputcd from the first three sun1S of squares: 
LOFSS = TOTSS - REGSS - PESS (3.6) 
The basic assunlption underlying ANOVA is that the observed response values can be 
regarded as being independently dra:'ND froin normal distributions with a constant but 
unkno\vn standard deviation. Each of the nonnal distributions with \\Thich the observed va1ues 
are associated has its cywn lncan value v/hich D1ay vary with the levels of the factors .. ANOv"'.l.A.. 
deals \-vith tests for the equality of these n1callS and provides experin1enters w-ith the tools to 
study one factor in the presence of other factors. A factor is a system parameter, a value which 
"vhen varied influences the response of the system (Lindgren, 1968). 
Because of the linliting assun1ptions of ANOVA, the accuracy of the error analysis is only 
approxin1ate for D10St engineering problen1s. In the proposed Inethod, the error terms which 
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arc generated through ANO\ZA are used on1v to verify tbe goodness-of-fit of the response 
,-,~. .....,/ ... 
surface model. Initially, \ve atternpted to use the pure error as the systern response variance; 
ho\vever. the results gained from those atten)1:.)ts \vere not encouraging . 
.; ~ A "-" '-' 
3.4 Tests ofVaHdity of the Response Surface 
The pure error is also kno\vn as the rnean square error (IvfSE). F~lfavel1i (1989) suggests 
its use along \'vith the lack-of-fit error in a test for the appropriateness of a fitted response 
surface (3.7) 
where S2 = LOFSS and sf = PE = Iv1SE 
'-'I N - n - D + 1 2 J. 
(''''' '"") \,5./ 
Faravel1i states that experirnental evidence shows that the best n10del of the response \'lUI 
be one for \'lhich f. is Inininlized to be as dose as possible to 1. 
Bbhn1 and Briickner-Foit (1992) propose the use of two alternative nlcasurcs of the 
validity of a response surface, stating that the Iv measure suggested by Faravelli (1989) has 
insufficient theoret.ical justification. According to Bohm and Briickner-Foit, f" is a randaD1 
variable and is thus unlikeJy to be adequately represented by a single sampling. Instead, the 
two alternative ineasures of goodness-of-fit are based upon the expected values ofn1ultiple 
replications of the lack of fit sun) of squares and the pure error sum, of squares (equations 3.8 
and 3.9). 
and 
m = nun1ber of experirncnt replications 
~ = .l Sl Tps. = non - centrality paran1eter 0 2 ___ L 
\vhere 
and 
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VE = pure error degrees of freedolll 
V L = lack of fit degrees of freedolll 
LOFSS = lack of fit sum of squares 
PESS = pure error surn of squares 
lin1 !\.exp = 1; £1. = lack of fit error 
£c ... o ' 
Unfortunately, the examples investigated by Bohn1 and Bruckner-Fait require on the 
order of 20 - 30 conlplete replications of the complete response surface design to achieve an 
accurate Dleasure of the nlodel validity. Thi.s greatly increases the computational effort of 
fOfIning response surfaces and thus shou1d probably only be employed in cases of extreme 
lIllDortance. 
i 
The accuracy of Faravelli 1s proposed "A Jneasure depends largely on the accuracy of the 
measure of the pure error, which in turn depends upon the number of replications of the center 
point.. For the problen1s solved in this thesis, the nun1ber of replications of the center point is 
very s111a11 (8, 9, and 12 for 2, 3, and 4 systenl paran1eters). It is necessary to lin1it the number 
of center point evaluations due to the cost of producing each point~ yet such a sn1a11 nUfllber 
of replications (as sho\vn in the results of B6hul and Brtickner-Fait) can produce great 
inaccuracy in the estin1ate of the pure error (and thus great inaccuracy in Faravel1i's proposed 
t'.. n1easure ). 
In order to in1prove the accuracy of this test 'without incurring further cost, an en1piric.al 
}"emp I11CaSUre is proposed. FaraveJli's proposed I>. nleasure achieves the desired value of 1 when 
the pure error accounts for the lack-of-fit error. 
Even though our studies have shown that the C.O.V~ the response general1yvaries across 
the points oftbe response surface, \ve aSSUD1C a constant C.O.V~ in order to use al1 of the points 
of the design to estin1ate .the average C.O.V This is done to provide a n10rc stable quantity 
"'-.,;. against \vhieh to cornpare the lack-of-fit error (equation 3.10). 
C.O.\l. = l ~ ('Yi - Yi)2 N L..- V. 
i = 1 ~'1 
The j''-cmp measure n1akes use of this C.O.\Z estiIl1ate as sho\vn here: 
\vhere S2 = _ LOFSS and s~ = lr Cc.O.V.)[l ~)N v.]]' (3.11) 
I N - D., - P + 1" N .:.......t"' 1 
k i= 1 
For a response surface to be valid, its !\.emp ITleaSUre should be Jess than one, though that is an 
arbitrary lilnit and the n1easure itself is empirical. 
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CR4.PTER 4 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED TvlETHOD 
4.1 Introduction 
The solution of a structural reliability problem is usually given in tenns of the probability 
offailure oftbe structure for a specific design lifespan. Depending on the method used to solve 
for the reliabi1ity, the 1110St likely failure point ITIay also be cOD1puted. This point, also known 
as the design point, is the n10st likely combination of the uncertain structural and load -related 
paran1eters \vhich leads to failure (limit state being reached). 
To better understand how the proposed method \yorks, let us exmnine what information 
an engineer generally has available at the beginning of the solution process. Since this is a 
rDethod of ana1ysis, \ve know that a design exists to be analyzed. The structural design includes 
infonnation about the site, induding historical geological and environn1ental records, and 
infonnation about the structure, including specifications for structural Inen1bers, connections, 
tbe foundation, etc. i\ny solution Incthod DlllSt use this inforn1ation to construct son1e 
Inatlienlatical D10del of the structure and loads which \V'in yield accurate predictions of the 
structural behavior over the design lifetime. 
Tbe proposed method is designed to solve dynanlic structural reliabiliry problems \\there 
the loads Il1ay be tin1e-variant and the uncertain system parameters (the system~ as defined 
here, can include both the structural and the loading systelns) rnay be expressed as random 
variables. It is possible that the proposed method can be extended to apply to problenls 
involving random fields if the randon1 fields can be discretized into random vectors (Faravelli, 
1992). There are SOD1e existing civil engineering :methods \vhich can solve this category of 
structural reliability probleln; however, the proposedmcthod possesses specific properties 
\vhich make it D10rc suitahle for applications requiring good accuracy at 10\v computational 
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cost. Part of the power of this method is due to its relativelY liInited scope, \vhich a110\vs the 
method to take advantage of a prioli knowledge of the problen1 behavior. An exarnple of this 
is the assumption of the conditional failure probability distribution; experience sho\vs that thc 
conditional response of structures subjected to time-variant loads closely fo110\v5 an exirClne 
value distribution. This kno\vledge of the specific distribution allo\vs !110re convenient 
application of the fast integration technique to find the lin1it state function . 
. 4.2 Overvie'w of the Proposed 1Ylethod 
The proposed metbod requires six distinct steps: 
.- first, establish the n10del to represent the structural systeITI and loads 
• DeA'l, identify and define as randon1 variables those system paran1eters which display 
significant uncertainty 
lit third, find a viable center point for the response surface model fonnation 
* fourth, create response surface luodels of the system response and its COY 
$ fifth, apply the fast integration technique to the problem to produce an explicit liJTIit state 
function in tern1S of the response surface models generated in the previous step 
• sL"\'lh and last, C0I11pU te the probability of failure using any method which uses Jinlit state 
functions in its computations (!\/Ionte Carlo Sin11.I1ation, FORNI, etc,) 
Peripheral to these Stc~;5, i: is possible to perfonn sensitivity analysis of the failure probability 
\vith respect to thc· sys:cm parameters; also, the goodness-of-fit of the response surface 
D10del mav be checked along the wav. These last two procedures are examined in Chanter 6. 
rY ~.,! .t 
4.2.1 l'vlodeling of the Structural System and Loads 
\Vhen seeking the structural reliability of a specific structural system, the first step in any 
method is to create a model of the structure and of the loads to 'which the structure will be 
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exposed. The structural DlodeJ allows the calculation of the response or statistics of the 
response to the specified load. The load Dlodel in this class of problems must consider the 
tin1e -variability of the forces acting on the structure. In general, the engineer attempts to find 
a practical baJance bet\veen D10del accuracy and the simplicity necessary to a11o\v the model 
I. " \ • l' to oe useo in oynamlc ana YS1S. 
In the proposed method, the structural behavior is analyzed in the time dOTI1ain. For 
specific load processesJ the structural D10del Inust be capable of producing representative 
response tirne- histories. Except for this requirement., the systeln model Inay be considered 
a ublack box" (Fig. 4.1). 
Systern l'vfodel 
Load Tirne History Response Time History 
Figure 4.1 I)iagram of systen1 model requirements 
4.2.2 Identification of Systenl Parameters 
Once the systen1 D10del is established, those system pararneters which exhibit significant 
uncertainty are n10deled as randon1 variables. Statistical analysis or assumptions based on 
engineering judgen1ent may be used to determine the distribution, mean value and variance 
of these variables. An exarnple of a systeITI identification technique "which may be used to 
accoI11plish this is the nlethod described in Eliopoulos and \Ven, 1991. Procedures to 
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deterDline distributiona1 information about the randOITI variables can be found in any textbook 
on probab.iJity and statistics. 
After the proposed Inethod has computed the structural reliability, it is possible to 
check/refine the structure/load n10del through sensitivity analysis (presented in Chapter 5). 
4.2.3 Determination of Center Point for Response Surface Fornlation 
In order to app1y the Response Surface 1vlethodology, it is necessary to base the response 
surface D10del around a center point with t\\'o specific properties. First, the center point ITIUst 
be located within system parameter space such that the structural response values bracket the 
response threshold of interest. This .is should ensure that the response surface Dlode} \vill be 
valid at the threshold. Second, the center point should be close to the design point (also known 
as the most likely failure point). This second property ensures that the response surface "will 
be TIlost accurate where it needs to be accurate- -the region in syste!n paran1eter space most 
likely to result in a structural fail.ure event 
This is not a sinlple task, since the detennination of the design point is essentially 
equivalent to solving the structural reliability problem that the proposed nlethod is des.igned 
to solve. Most reliability Inethods that are faced \'lith this quandarv employ either trial and 
~ ~ ~ 
error or an iterative schen1e \vhere the design point location is approxin1ated using a series of 
sarnples of tbe systen1 response values. 
The proposed TIlethod uses trial aD.d error to find a suitable center point. Engineering 
judgeTIlent is used to select the first center point; as stated earlier, the point should be one 
which is likely to lead to response values around the failure threshold level. The central 
composite design is applied (see Chapter 2) to detern1lle the coefficients of the response 
surface luodeI. Once the structural response values have been con1puted, they are cOITIpared 
\vith the failure threshold. If the response values used il1 the forn1at10n of the response surface 
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model do Dot bracket the failure threshold, then engineeringjudgement is used again to i110dify 
the cen ter }7)oin t appropriately. 
A A .,I 
This approach is not foolproof and depends to some extent upon the intuition and 
kno\vledge of the engineer applying tbe proposed method. If a more il1ethodical approach is 
required, there are hvo promising alternatives to finding the center point. The first is based 
upon a technique proposed by Faravelli (1992). This technique uses a first order polynomial 
response surface model based around the n1ean values of the system parameters to 
approximate the values of the performance functioD. If l\NOV.:t\ yields an estimate of the 
variance Gfthe error in the linear response surface n10del which is close to zero, then the n10del 
is used in a level II reliability anaJysis to find the design point (note that a level I reliability 
analysis uses characteristic value load and resistance; a level II reliability analysis is one \vhich 
D1akes use of the first 1:\VO D10Inents of the load and resistance; a level III reliability analysis 
requires explicit kno'Vvledge of the probability distributions; and level 1\7 reliability analysis is 
based upon optin1ization considering cost and benefit). Because of the roughness of this 
approxin1ation, this design point is considered only a step in the right direction. The design 
point is therefore n1ultiplied by a "relaxation" coefficient to provide the center point for the 
next response surface approximation, this one being a second order fractional factorial design. 
The technique developed by Faravelli then uses the second order response surface D10del to 
find the ne\v design point which is again'used as an approximation of the neAi center point. The 
design is rotated to Dlake the first axis coincident "with the new minilnal distance, and a nc\v 
design point is con1puted. \Vhen the iterative process has converged, a final refinement of a 
flatteni.ng of the design is applied so that an experiments contribute toward the mapping of the 
lin1it state surface. 
Since our interest resides in fiDding a usable center point, a procedure similar to the first 
part of the technique presented by Faravelli (1992) may be used as an alternative to the trial 
and error approach. /-\. first order factorial design is applied to approximate the structural 
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response. This design is used to find the n10st -like1y failure point. 1\ relaxation factor is 
applied to this approximation of the design point to arrive at the center point to be used with 
the centra] cOlnposite design. 
i\nother alternative to this approach for finding a good center point is to use the polynoD1ial 
interpolation schen1e developed by Bucher and Bourgund (1987) .. /~lthough they use this 
scheme to model the limit state function, it can be used to approxiInate the structural response. 
This scheme is sin1ilar to a fractional factorial design in that each systen1 paran1ctcr is sampled 
at three levels (to produce a second order surface)\. The .Dolvnol11ial interoolation schen1e is 1 .,/ • .A 
I110re efficient than tIle central con1posite design; however, it lacks the statistical properties 
\vhich are necessarY to evaluate the accuracv of the response surface I110del. It has sufficient 
." .; 
accuracy, however, to assist in locating a suitable center point 
4.2 .. 4 Formation of Response Surface(s) 
Once the initial center point has been deternlined, the response surface design is selected. 
_. The central COTI1posite design !nay be used for a \vide variety of problelns. This efficient class 
of designs requires a number of samples at the center point, saIuples for the factorial part of 
the design, and so-caned "star points," which extend the usable dOInain of the response 
surface n10del and provide the inforn1ation necessary to forn} a second order polynon1iaL 
Figure 4.2 sho'ws the configuration of sample points for a three variable response surface 
design. Note that multiple points are saIl1pled at the center point of the design. Different 
combinations of these points produce designs \vHh specific statistical characteristics. For 
solving tilne-variant structural reliability proble!ns, the proposed approach cans for a 
rotatable~ orthogonal design. By being rotatable, the response surface model will yield 
statisticaHy equivalent results no matter what the orientation of the design is within the syste!n 
parameter space. The orthogonal property of the design has tvlo effects: first, the response 
surface model coefficients becODle easier to COTI1Dute with accuracu ; second, it is now DossibJe 
... J ;. 
3l) 
to scale the design so that it optimally covers the desired region of the systen1 response 
bracketing the failure threshold. 
I 
I 
¢ 
Figure 4.2 Centra1 composite design for k ::: 3 variables 
ReSDonse surface models are created to renre-sent the filcan of the structural response and 
~ A 
the coefficient of variation of the structural response. Because the dynanlic response of 
systen1S under randon} excitation is randOl11 even if the system parameters are deterministic, 
the 111can and coefficient of variation of the response will change with changes to the system 
pararncters. The response surface models are intended to capture the essence of this 
relationship. These approxin1ations are used in the next step. 
The coefficient of variation (C.O.V) of the response can have an important effect upon the 
conditional probability of failure calculations, yet many methods assume the standard 
deviation (the prod nct of the coefficient of variation and the mean value) to be constant due 
to the high cost of obtaining infonnation about its variability. \VhiJe the reSDonse surface ~ v # ~ 
model used to approxinlate the C.O.\Z of the maximufil response is admittedJy a crude 
approximation, it does provide general information about the tendencies of the C.O.\~ at a low 
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cost- - since tin1e- histo.\! analyses are required to generate the reSDonse surface nlodcl of A.J ,.. ....... ). 
the structural response) the response tin)e history can alSO be used to provide the fitting points 
of the C.O~V response surface model 'with Httle added cost. 
Each time history provides one data point for fitting the response surface which cstin1Cltcs 
the n1ean of the ma,\:imurn response. Each tin1ehistory also prO"vldes one data point estirnating 
the C.O.\Z of the maximun1 response. These data are incor.porated into the reSDonse surface 
J. ;. 
models as fo1]O'ws: 
The general structural response quantity Y (e.g.~ the DJaXJmUIl1 response) nlay be 
considered the function of a vector of systen1 parameters x (4.1): 
Y = f (x) ( 4.1) 
" 
'l, the response surface model of the structural respoDse quantity, approximates the inean 
of the structural response function \vith a second order polynornial based on the system 
paran1eters x (4.2): 
n n n 
)~~ = f(x) = ao + '\:""" a;x· + :> "'> a,;x;xi L .. 1 L.......I L......t 1) - J ( 4.2) 
i=l i=lj=l 
t, 
For the case where the response quantity of interest is the D12.xin1UlTI response, Y is the 
approxin1ation of the lucan value of the maximun1 response for a set of systeIll parameter 
values. 
The con1putation of the e.o.V: of the maxlrllufl1 structural response is dependent on the 
problen1 type. For problems 'with a structural response which can be described by a 
nonstationary randoll1 process, the distribution of the peak responses can be modeled by a 
\Veibull distributjon as shown in equation 4.3 (Shinozuka and Yang, 1971; Yang and Liu, 1981). 
This approximation is moti'vated by the sin1plicity and flexibility of the Weibull model and 
general good agreement 'with simulation results. 
, \vnere 
Fup(u p; T 1, T 2) = the CDP of the peak response values 
(T l' T 2) = time segment \v.here peak responses are measured 
up = peak response values 
(4 '"')' 
" •. J 
aD, (J = Weibul1 distribution paranleters which depend on T l' T 2 
It is possible to relate the variance of the D1aximum structural response to information 
available in the response tilDe histories. This \'lin al10w the forn1ation of a e.o.v: response 
surface D10deL Let p = the probability associated with a given peak response up_ Fron1 the 
assumed CDF shown in (4.3), we can derive the relationship in (4.6): 
( 4.4) 
(4.5) 
lnl - InCl - p)] = aolnCup) - 21oln(CJ) - luCan) (4.6) 
Fran1 the above, it is now possible to compute ao and a in tenns of up and p for a given tinle 
bistory by linear regression. up are the response peak values from a given time-history; p is 
the sarnple estirnate of the probability of peak values (it can be calculated by ordering the peak 
values and dividing the rank associated \vith a peak value by the total nUlnber of peaks 
considered). Depending on the nature of, the problem being considered, peak values are 
counted on one side or on nvo sides. In the case of a single-sided response, permanent drift 
may be accounted for by taking the larger of two consecutive pe(1.ks in the response record. 
Peaks occur where the absolute value of the response at one tixne instant is greater than the 
absolute values of the responses at the bracketing time steps. 
FroIn randorn process theory, if we assume that the peaks are statistically independent and 
that the total nun1ber of peaks in (T l' T 2) is large, the distribution of the D1axin1um response 
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Urn to nonstationary excitation can be ShO\VD to asyn1ptotical1y approach a Type I distribution 
(Yang and Liu, 1981). 
\vhere 
(T l' T 2) = tilne seglnent where peak responses are Ineasured 
Urn = l11axiIl1urn peak response 
ao, a = \Veibull distribution parar11ctcrs \vhich depend on T 1, T 2 
- I \ + K = [aD Inl,Dp) ] 0 
np = nUlnber of peaks 
\Vith K, 0, and ao for a given tin1e history, it is now possible to compute the lnean value and 
the standard deviation of the D1axiD1um response C'llang and Liu, 1981): 
u = IK -l- 0 57''7; K1 -ao]a 
" Urn l ' .~ f k. (4.8) 
a - n aK1- ao U - r- I-
m )6 
(4.9) 
Since\vc are only interested in estimating the C.O.V of the n1axirTIUD1 response, a]1\ve need 
frOD1 each response tilne history is ao and np (4.9). As will be sho\vn in Cbapter 5, it is possible 
to use this infonnation along \\rith the InaxiD1uD1 response for each tm1e history to construct 
t\vo response surface models to better fit the parameters of the conditional failure probability 
distributioD. 
4.2.5 Application of Fast Integration to Create the Limit State Function 
Because assumptions about the, scope of the problelTI lin1it it to structures subjected to 
tin1e-variant loads, the proposed Inethad assun1es that the probability of failure conditional 
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aD the values of the systen1 paran1cters can bc obtained fron1 an extrclne value distribution, 
c.g., the Type I distribution (4.10). Experience has proven this assumption to be valid in solving 
this class of prohlen1s. 
(4.10) 
where 
Px;(x) = PDF of Type I asymptotic distribution 
a r' = -;:::::-
1 /6ox 
The Hican value and coefficient of variation of the response are sufficient to describe the 
distdbution fu1ly. The response surface D10dels generated in the preceding step approxiInate 
these distribution paran1eters. It should be noted that if the response surface model of the 
coefficient of variation shows little scatter over the usable dOn18.in of the SYStCITI parameters, 
then the coefficient of variation of the response rnay be assuD1ed to be constant, which can 
slightly reduce the con1putations required to solve the reliability problen1. On the other hand, 
the information used to form the COY response surface model has already been generated by 
the forn1ation of the mean response surface 1110del so that using the CO\l response surface 
I110del results in little additional cost. 
\Vith tbe conditional failure probability distribution known, the fast integration teChnique 
developed by \Vcn and Chen (1987) is used to fannulate the limit state function. A detailed 
exposition of this procedure is shnwn in Appendix A. For a structural system under 
time-variant loads, the unconditional probability of failure may be expressed as: 
'where 
r 
Pf = J prCx)fx(x)dx 
x 
(4.12) 
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Pt-:(X) = conditional nrobability of failure given X = x j .l.......... 
fxex) = joint density function of X 
An auxiliary randoD1 variable \vith a shnple lDverse cUITIulative density function is 
introduced to convert a time-variant reliability problem to a tilne-invariant one. 1-\ 
transformation of systen1 parameters X to standard nornlal variates U, as prescribed in \-Ven 
and Chen (1987), is not necessary. Instead, the 1irnit state surface is stated in tenns of X. 
The auxiliary variable's probability distribution should be ,cbosen such that the inverse 
CDF is easy to conlpute. For the problems solved by the proposed Inethod, a simple 
exponential distribution (4.13) is selected for the ease in calculating its .inverse CDE : 
( 4.13) 
The tilne-invariant reliability probleIn in the transfonned space 111ay thcn be solvcd with 
a lin11t state function giveD by (4.14). It can be sho\vn (Appcndix A) that the probability of 
failure associated with this performance function is equivalent to tbat shown in equation 4.12. 
(4.14) 
\vhere 
F-l(prCX») = inverse CDF = - In[prCX]) 
Xn + 1 = au,"{il1iary random variable 
piX) = probability of failure conditional onX 
As luentioned earlier in this section, the distribution type for the c.onditional probability 
of failure pr<X) is assuTI1ed to be Type L With approxiD1ations for the IncaD value and the 
coefficient of variation of the response in hand, the fitted response surface may then be used 
to COD1pute the paran1eters of the condition failure probability distribution. 
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4.2.6 Finding the Probability of Failure 
The p·robabilit'v' offailure Inav be COD1nuted bv any n1ethod that uses the limit state function 
, .; .J.J../ ..; 
directly. The SiITlplest and roost robust approach is }.tionte Carlo simulation. A .. large nUiuber 
of sanlD]es are generated of the rando111 svsten1 paran1eters and the auxiliar\l random variable 
l ~ ~ J 
introduced in the preceding step. These values are fed into the response surface luodels to find 
the. expected values of the response and the coefficient of variation of the response. These 
expected values are used to define the conditional probability of failure, which is part of the 
lin1it state fornlulatioD. The limit state functioD, for the given threshold value~ will register 
either a failure event or a non-failure event. The nUD1ber of failure events is divided by the 
nUTI1ber oftota1 s3.Inples to provide the probability of failure. The advantages of this approach 
are its sin1plicity, robustness and accuracy_ The n1ain disadvantage is that 1Vfonte Carlo 
sirnula tion does not yield a nlost -like1y failure POLl} t. Because of the simplicity of the response 
surface D1ode1 evaluations, the usual disadvantage to lYfonte Carlo sirnulation) the high cost 
of processing a large nun1ber of samples required for a given (low) probability level, does not 
COD1e into play. \Vithout resorting to response surface approxirnations, the cost ofperfonning 
tin1e history analysis for each lv'Ionte Carlo sarnple would be prohibitive for the low probability 
levels norn1a1]v encountered in structural engineerin£!. Use of response surface models allows 
~ v ~ 
expensive tin1C history analyses to be replaced by sin1ple evaluations of polynomial expressions 
for structural reliability con1putations. 
A second possible approach to compute the probability of failure is to use the limit state 
function in FORtv1 or SOR:tv1 analysis. This approach does yield a design point; however, 
because it is apD,l roxin1ating an alreadv- approxiInate limit state function. the accuracv of the r" U,.l . ~ .,/ 
failure probability could suffer. /\.1s0 7 convergence to a global solution is not guaranteed. 
. .-;..;;..: 
4.3 Illustrative Examples 
4.3.1 Stationary Response of SDOF System 
To den10nstrate ho\vthe proposed TIlethod \vould be applied to a real problen1, 'we will solve 
the simple problem of a single degree-of-freedoDl (SDOF) systen1 subjected to Gaussian 
white noise excitation (\Ven and Chen, 1987). LfJe syste!u parameters selected are those \vhicb 
exhibit significant uncertainty and are defined as sho\vn in table 4.1: 
Table 4.1 System paranleters for SDOF under 'white noise excitation 
Type of 'Variable Description Distribution 1v1ean Standard C.O.\'. 
Property Nan1e De~"riation 
Structural NO natural nornla1 2.0 cps 0.20 cps 0.10 
I freouencv 
.. .; 
Structural Zeta daruping lognorn1al 0.02 0.008 0.40 
ratio 
Excitation SO spectral type II 0.25 0.15 0.60 
density 
Exci ta ti on • T excitation lognornlal 10.0 s 3.0 s 0.30 4 
duration 
For silnplicity, this system is assumed to be linearly elastic; also, the systen1 paran1eters are 
assurned to be statistically independent. The response quantity of interest is the system's 
max.imUfl1 dispLlCcIl1cn:. The failure state is detern1ined by the exceedance of a specified 
threshold. Because of the simplicity of this exan1ple problen1, it is possible to compare the 
entire probability dc:-;s::y rUDction of the response as con1puted using direct Iv10nte Carlo 
simulation and SinlUl3.:~o:; by the proposed response surface approach. 
The \-vhite noise acceleration is simulated by sampling values fron1 a normal distribution 
:---S'l 
• h ,In (j h .. h' . d' 1 . 1" . 1 \-VltB zero mean and a = ! ~ . Vi .• ere .6.t IS t e tIme step use 1n t 1C Imp le1t numenca V Dl / 
integration to find the response and SO is the single- sided spectral density. This schenlc \vas 
tested against TIl0re sophisticated SCheTIleS and found to provide adequate results. The initial 
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seed used in generating the white noise acceleration is n10dified by the randon1 DU111ber 
generator bet\veen sin1ulation runs. 
Tbe response of the systen1 is con1puted using Newn1ark's Beta method. For each set of 
paran1eter values, it is thus possible to generate a time history (e.g., figure 4.3) of the response 
and find the lnaximum displacen1ent. This computation of the response tinle history is quick 
and sin1ple for this exanlple problelu; COll1putations for D10re realistic problems are likely to 
be rnore involved. 
Displacement Time History 
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Figure 4.3 Displacen1cnt tin1e history (NO=1.7, T=9.3, SO=0.29, Zeta=0.017) 
For the selection of the center point, the trial and error 111etbod \-vas applied. First, a vector 
of the luean values of the systen1 paran1eters was chosen to be a vector of mean values except 
for the excitation signal intensity, SO, 'which \vas set to ~tso + 1.0 Gso ::= OAO. A. four variable 
central cornposite design was applied to model the maximum response and also the CO\l of 
the Inaxin1un1 response. The total nunlber of points (eacb response point involved a 
tirnc - history analysis to find the response) used by the design \-vas 36. This nu!uber could be 
broken down as 24 = 16 factorial points, 12 center points and 8 (2x4) "star" points. The 
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second - order polynornial "Yvas described by 15 coefficients .. 1\. single tirl1c history (ccHwputed 
using Newmark's method) for each point provides both the D1axirnUITI response and the COY 
of the rnaxin1unl response. For this case, it can be shown that aD in equation 4.8 is equal to 2.0 
so that equation 4.9 reduces to the \ve11- knovY11 Davenport approxin1ations (4.15 and 4.16). 
r ! f .\ () ,,)""1'-',) l II .. , ;::::::; I') 111 !"!r..T! -l- l ••. " I / ~ o\/x') }ARIX :=: x lY -- , ) U i'. ." I 
\ . /21n (voT)J 
(4.15) 
( 4.16) 
In these approximations 7 ~lRiX =X is the mean value of the n1axin1UI11 response, 0 2RIX =X is 
tbe variance of the n1aximu!n response, and a(x) is the standard deviation of the responsc. All 
three quantities are for a given set of values of the four system parameters. In these 
approxin1ations, voT is the product of the apparent frequency of the SDOF systenl and the 
duration of the applied excitation. For this example7 this product \vas assulued to be equal to 
the nUD1ber of zero -crossings from eitber direction of the system response. 
The coefficients of the two response surfaces (nlcan of the n1a"{imum displacen1ent and 
C.O.V of the maxinlun1 displacement) are given in table 4.2. The results of the j-\NOVl'l. troIn 
the fitting of these nvo response surfaces arc shown in table 4.3. Faravelli's proposed Jneasure 
of the goodness-of-fit of response surfaces, ),., is equal to 0.792 for the response surface of 
the maximum displacelnent and 0.785 for the response surface of the C.O.V of the maximum 
displacenlent Our proposed Acmp is 0.619 for the maximum displacen1cnt RS and 0.841 for the 
C.O.V RS. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 sho\v the scatterplots of the response surface fit vcrsus the 
actual response, for the maxin1uD1 displacement and the C.O.V of the n1a.ximum displacen1cnt, 
respectively. 
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Table 4.2 Response surface coefficients 
Tern} of the polyno!nial I RS for 1\1ax Displacement RS for COY of 1viax Disp. 
constant 0.186876 0.0675774 
NO -0.025860 -0.0003418 
T 0.029630 -0.0005069 
SO 0.044420 -0.0020480 
! Zeta -0.033990 0.001279 
NOxNO 0.006761 0.0008874 
TxNO -0.017340 0.0001591 
TxT 0.011100 0.0004426 
SO xNO -0.008011 0.0009426 
SOxT 0.007588 ! -0.0030010 
SOxSO -0.008960 -0.0002767 
Z,eta x NO 0.008830 0.0030590 
Zeta xT -0.012670 0.0008238 
Zeta x SO -0.007544 -0.0018650 
Zeta x Zeta 0.021320 0.0019550 
Table 4.3 Al"IOVi\,. results 
Contributions I SUD1 of Squares Error of Sun1 of Squares Error of Fro In i of !vfax Disp. 1v1ax Disp. of CO V COY 
Total I 0.18880} 972 0.00539434 0.00147614 0.000042175 
Regression I 0.146191972 0.01044228 0.00068214 0.000048724 
Pure Error I () _ C~ : ~ 5 1 () 3 3 7 0.00131912 0.00027328 0.000024843 1 
Lack of Fit , O.U~::;~iSi)662 0.00082646 0.00052072 0.000015315 
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:rv1LLximum Response (Actual vs Response Surface) 
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!i' Figure 4.4 Scatterplot of response surface fit of the n1axin1un1 displacen1ent 
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Figure 4.5 Scatterplot of response surface fit of the C.os. of I11a:x:imum displacernent 
The conditional failure probability was assun1cd to follow a T:ype I extrelne value 
distribution. The auxiliary variable Xn + 1 with a negative exponential distribution is selected 
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for use in the fast integ:ration formulation of the 1i111it state function. If \ve let Xn ...l-1· follo\va 
~ , 
standard exponential distribution with I;. = 1, then the limit state function Dlay be \vritren 
(4.17) 
Figure 4.6 shows the exceedance probability distribution of the response as estin1ated by 
t\vo 100,000 san1Dle 1v10nte Carlo siITIulations. The first siIl1u]ation directly tests the maxin1UTI1 
< I ~ 
reSDonse of the SDOF svsten1 to a sirnulated white noise acceleration record for each run of 
.l. .. 
the sin1uiation against fifty evenly-spaced threshold values bet\veen 0.0 and 2.0 feet. This 
direct sin1ulatioD required over t\vo hours OD an J-IP-720 workstation. The second sinn.l1ation 
eva1uates the !\vo response surfaces (apprOYin1ating the TIlean and C.O.\~ of the nlaximurn 
response) to fit the paran1eters of the conditional failure probability for each run-s evaluation 
of the fast - integration formulation of the limit state equation. The response surface- based 
sirnulation took aoproxirnatelv two Ininutes on an fIP-720 workstation. 
~ ." 
The fit of the reSDOl1se surface - based solution is generallv Qood. especially' considering 
.1 it..,...' "'/0 / . 4,.,..0' 
that it required only 36 evaluations of the system response as opposed to 100,000 evaluations 
by the direct lYreS solution. In general, the accuracy oftlle response surface-based simulation 
is better around the range of response values generated by the fitting of the response surfaces; 
thus, if one is interested in obtaining the failure probab.ility for higher thresholds, then the 
response surface shOUld be fitted so that it covers those higher thresholds. In this example) the 
response surface is ITIOst accurate at thresholds less than 0.5 feet, though the results of the 
siJnuiatioD appear to be good as an approxin1ation beyond that 
·1 
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Comparison of Direct IvieS '-'S. Response Surface l\1CS 
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Figure 4.6 Con1parison of exceedance probabi.lity froIn direct ivIeS and response 
surface- based I\1CS 
4.3.2 Nonstationary Response of SDOF Systenl 
\Ve decrease the natura1 frequency (NO) and the spectral intensity (SO) in the preceding 
example, and consider the nonstationary response due to a finite segment of \vhite noise 
exc.itation considering transient Dhases of response at the beginning and'the end of the 
'-'" ,.1. ."" '-'" s-> 
excitation. This gives us the opportunity to use the \Veibul] distribution (as discussed in section 
4.2.4) to provide an approxirnation of the C.O.\Z of the TIlaxim.un1 response. The system 
parameters arc set up similar to those in the example in section 4.3. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show 
example tilne histories for the acceleration and displacen1ent~ respectively. 
Table 4.6 has the coefficients computed for the nvo response surfaces. Just as in the first 
exanlple, the center point is set at the mean values of the systen1 pararneters, except for 
SO==0.16 (n1ean + one standard deviation). The C.O.V~ of the 111aximum dispJace111ent is 
estiInated using equation 4.9" "wherenp the number of peaks, is counted beginning one cycle 
after tin1C t==O and ending one cycle after time t==T. Th.is is done to avoid counting noise frOI11 
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the initial response and to capture any 111 <1XiD1UDl peak values vlhich n1ight occur after the load 
has ceased .. An exarnple fit of the peak heights to the \Veibull distribution is sho\vn in figure 
4.9. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the scatterplots of the response surface fitting of the maximun1 
displacenlent and C.O.V'. of the 111axin1U111 displacement, respectively. 
Table 4.5 sho\vs the i\NOVA .. results for the response surfaces en1ployed in this exan1ple. 
Faravelli~s proposed f. Ineasure is 0.389 for the I113.:ximuH1 displacealent response surface and 
0.617 for the C.O.\~ response surface. Our proposed en1pirical !"emp measure is 0.535 for the 
Inaxin1UITI dispJacernent RS and 0.733 for the C.O.V response surface. Figure 4.12 contains 
the probabilitv densitv function of the rnaxin1UlTI response. as computed by direct 1\1CS and bv 
../ ..... / ... ¥ 
application of the proposed response surface TIlethod. Computational thnes for these 
sin1ulatioI1s are sin1ilar to those in tIle previous exaTI1ple. The accuracy oftbe proposed !11ethod 
in this problen1 appears to be qualitatively siruilar to that displayed in the previous example. 
Table 4.4 SYStCI11 paraIl1cters for SDOF under ,>vhite noise excitation 
P8.rarll. Description Distribution !vIe an Std Dev. C.O.\Z 
NO nat. freg. normal 0.5 cps 0.05 cps 0.10 
Zeta damping 
~ <-
lognorn1al 0.02 0.008 0.40 
SO spectral density ty'pe II 0.10 0.06 0.60 
T duration lognorn1al 10.0 s 3.0 s 0.30 
Table 4.5 ANQV/\. results 
Con tribu tions Sun1 of Squares Error of Surn of Squares Error of 
Fran} of 1vlax Disp. iv1ax Disp. of CO\l CO\/' 
Total 1.6837396 0.04810684 0.2816542 0.0080472 
Regression 0.7517396 0.05369568 0.0817842 0.0058417 
Pure Error 0.6348246 0.05771133 0.0918531 0.0083502 
Lack of Fit 0.2971754 0.00874045 0.1080168 0.0031770 
I 
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Table 4.6 Response surface coefficients 
TenT) of thc polynolTlial 1 RS for Max Displaccrnent ! RS for CO\! of !v1ax Disp. I i I f constant I 0.5962870 0.2516040 s I 
NO ! -0.0463100 -0.0116900 ! 
T 0.0903600 -0.0117100 
SO 0.1023000 -0.0010730 
Zeta 0.0155000 0.0099640 
NOxNO 0.0077730 0.0236500 
TxNO I -0.0559300 -0.0020980 
TxT I 0.0081400 -0.0175900 I I 
SOxNO I 0.0195500 -0.0303300 I I 
SOx T I 0.0849200 -0.0024180 I 
I sax SO -0.0114700 0.0126300 
Zeta x NO 0.0015870 0.0126100 
!!- Zcta x T -0.0296400 0.0313800 
'" 
Zeta x SO -0.0144800 0.0077880 
Z,eta x Zeta -0.0395400 -0.0135000 
Acceleration Time History 
TilT1C 
Figure 4.7 Acceleration tiITle history (SO=0.160, T= 13) 
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for use in the fast integration forn1uIation of the lin11t state function. If \ve let Xn -+ 1 fo110V,;7 a 
standard exponential distribution \vith f. .. = 1, tb.en the liJnit state function n1ay be \vritten 
gx."·X~ (X,Xn..l.1) = - Xn+' -lnlpf(X)\} 
J. ,1 n -+ 1 1 J. .1..~ < 
(4- 1 '7\ 
\ • .A' J 
Figure 4.6 shows the exceedance probability distribution of the response as cstiu1ated by 
two 100,000 sample !vionte Carlo silTIulations. The first sin1ulation directly tests the maxin1uD1 
response of the SDOF systell1 to a sin1ulated white noise acceleration record for each run of 
the sir11ulation against fifty evenly-spaced threshold values between 0.0 and 2.0 feet. This 
direct sin1ulation required over two hours on an HP -720 workstation. The second sin1u1a tion 
evaluates the hvo response surfaces (approxin1ating the mean and C.O.V~ of the rnaxirnurTI 
response) to fit the paralneters oftne conditional failure probability for each run's evaluation 
~ A . .) 
of the fast -integration fornlulation of the limit state equation. The response surface-based 
sinlulation took approximately tVlO rninutes on an HP-720 workstation. 
The fit of the response surface - based solution is generany good) especially considering 
that it required only 36 evaluations of the systenl response as opposed to 100,000 evaluations 
by the direct l\1CS solution. In general, the accuracy of the response surface-based sirnulation 
is better around the range of response values generated by the fitting of the response surfaces; 
thus, if one is interested in obtaining the failure probability for higher thresholds; then the 
response surface should be fitted so that it covers those higher thresholds. In this cxarnple; the 
response surface is 1110St accurate at thresholds less than 0.5 feet, though the results of the 
simulation appear to be good as an approximation beyond that. 
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Ma"imum Response (Actual vs Response Surface) 
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Figure 4.10 Scatterplot of response surface fitting of n1axin1u111 displacen1ent 
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Figure 4.11 Scatterplot of response surface fitting of C.O.\~ of maximum displacen1ent 
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PDF Comparison - Nonstationary SDOF - 100000 sample ivieS 
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Figure 4.12 Con1parison of exceedance probability of the response estimated 
by direct IvieS and response surface-based MCS 
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CHAPTER 5 
NUI\1ERIC"li EXA1VlPLES 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chanter, two TIunlericaJ eXaITIDJes are solved and ana!vzed bv the proDosed n1et11od . 
...s.. ;.. ,., 0/ ;.. 
The first is a nlulti -story structure subjected to earthquake hazard. Results frorn fananD1 
vibration/fast integration and distribution -fitth1g approaches are provided for this case for 
comparison. The second example is of an offshore platforn1 subjected to hurricane hazard. The 
nature of the lnodel used in this exarnple delnOl1strates SOIne of the flexibility in the proposed 
Inethod. 
5.2 Five-Stor:y Three-Bay SlVIRSF Subjected to Earthquake Hazard 
The structure used in this exan1ple is a five-story, three-bay steel franle office building 
subjected to seismic loading (figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5) (Eliopoulos and \\fen, 1991). The lateral 
force resistance of the structure, designed to be located in Southern California; is provided 
by Special l\1oment Resisting Space FraDles (S:tv1RSF). The structural reliability is C0111puted 
bv the Inethod Dresc=-:tec in this thesis, bv a con1bination of nonlinear randon1 vibration 
.,/ r ~ ,., 
analysis and the f25: ::-: ~cgratioD technique, and by traditional distribution fitting of the 
unconditional failure ?:-c.jt-'~:bi1ity distribution utilizing the results of tin1e- history sunulations. 
Because the ul1cert2.::--:tics in the SeiSD1.1C loading for this probleD1 are much larger than the 
uncertainties In the structural paran1eters, the systen1 parameters selected arc a11 related to 
the load; they represent the :vlodified 1vlercalli Index and the uncertaintv in the attenuation 
. -' " 
and in the significant duration. The earthquake hazard in the region of the building's site is due 
to both characteristic and non -characteristic earthquakes. Characteristic earthquakes are 
defined as being earthquakes generated by n1.0VeD1ent along D1ajor faults (Sd1\vartz and 
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Eliopoulos and \Ven, 1991). They generally occur\vith relative 
rernainlng \vithin a narro\\! range near the nlaxin1UI11. 
Non - characteristic earthquakes are seisn1ic events not generated in major fault segn1ents. 
The size, source and occurrence of non -characteristic earthquakes are less predictable \vhen 
COIllpared with characteristic events. Depending on the distance from building site to 
earthquake epicenter as \vell as local geological information; non-characteristic earthquakes 
b ., . 1 " ,. h k can c more acstructlve tnan Cllaractenstlc earL qua ~es. 
The systen1 para:rncters defining the characteristic earthquake are £D the uncertainty tern1 
for the significant duration tD' and ES> the uncertainty term for the attenuation of the ground 
acceleration. The equations governing the characteristic earthquake are: 
(5.1) 
where T is the period (in seconds), s characterizes the geologic site conditions (s=O for 
alluviurn, s= 2 for baseInent rock, s= 1 for intermediate sites), ~ is a n1easure of the 
"r... r'.. A r·o 
site- to- source distance, and b,1 (T), b2 (T), b3 (T), b4 (T) are regression coefficients. 1-1 is the 
Richter nlagnitude of the characteristic earthquake. Data indicates that the uncertainty tenn 
C S follo\vs approxin1ately a nornlal distribution, N (0.,0.205) (Eliopoulos and Wen, 1991). 
The systen1 paran1eters defining the non -characteristic earthquake are CD, the 
uncertainty tern1 for the significant duration tD' £5' the uncertainty term for the attenuation 
of the ground acceleration; and I, the n10dified Mercani intensity. The equations governing the 
non -characteristic earthquake are: 
log:lO tD = 1.96 - 0.123 I + CD (5.3) 
~ ~ ~ 
logjOFS(T) = b I (T)I + b 2(T)s + b4(T) - ES (5.4) 
~ 
... 1 
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CD foJ]o\vs a normal distribution \vith E[ cD] = 0 and CiSD = 0.205. Equation 5.3 is obtaincd 
by a regression analysis using statistical data. In equation 5.4, T is the period (in seconds), s 
characterizes the geologic site conditions (s=O for al1uvium; s=2 for basen1ent rock, s= 1 for 
/""~ A /"'> 
intern1cdiate sites) and b1 (T), b2 (T), b4 (T) are regression coefficients. The uncertainty tenT} 
£s in this en1pirical relation follo\vs a nornlal distribution with E[ £ s] = 0 and CJES = 0.205. The 
CDF of the nl0dified lvfercalli intensity is shc)\vn in eouation 5.5 (Eliopoulos and \Ven, 1991). 
... ;. ".:' '/
Fran1 historical records, it is assun1cd that Imin = 5 and I rnax = 11. The distribution paran1etcr 
b is a constant associated \vith the site (Algermissen et a1., 1982, as cited in Eliopoulos and 
. \-Ven, 1991). 
There are uncertainties within the structural n1odel; ho\vever; the COY values of the load 
~~ system paran1eters are significantly greater than the CO\? values of the structural systen1 
pararneters, \vhich led to a decision to consider only the load systen1 parmneters in the 
reliability analysis. 
The failure condition is defined as the exceedance of a tbreshold (1.0 or 1.5 percent of the 
story height) by the D1axin1um interstory drift over the fifty-year Efetin1e of the structurc. To 
find tbe maxiIDun1 interstory drift for a given set of systen1 paralneter values, tin1e- history 
analyses n1ay be perforn1ed using a strong-column, \veak-beam (SC\VB) model of the 
structure (figure 5.6) subjected to a si.mu1ated acceleration record. The SCW-S model provided 
a n10re efficient means of computing the structural response tban the DR~IN2DX dynaInic 
finite e]eluent analyses (figure 5.7). 
The "trial and error" approach is used to find an initial center point for the response surface 
designs. It vias evident fron1 the construction of the structural n10del and load m.odel that the 
mean value of the svstem paran1eters \vouJd not result in interstorv drifts near the failure 
." ." 
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threshold. Engin.eering judgement \vas en1ployed to set the initial center po.int Central 
COD1posite designs for nvo and three variables \vere used to define the response surfaces for 
the characteristic and non -characteristic earthquake cases) respectively. Construction of the 
first response surface D10del shcy\ved that the resulting design failed to adequately bracket the 
fail ure threshol d. Engineeringjudgement \vas again applied to raise the values of the response. 
The second response surface luodel proved to be adequate in terms of providing response 
fitting points \vhich bracketed the failure threshold (figure 522). Note that a part of the 
decision-D1aking in fitting a response surface D10del is the determination of the bounds of the 
response surface design. In general, the \vider the bounds of the design, the better the chance 
of generating an adequate surface; however, sD1al1er bounds provide greater accuracy about 
the center point. 
The coefficients ofIne response surfaces used to approxin1ate the the mean and C.O.v. of 
tbe n1aximum interstory drift are shown for each story in tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. No coefficients 
are given for tbe C.O.\/~ of the Inaxin1uD1 interstory drift for characteristic earthquakes. This 
is beca use the response surface fi tting of this quantity showed a limited range of values, 'which 
pron1pted the assumption of a constant C.O.\/~ for the characteristic earthquake case. Tab1e 
5.9 sbows the estinla tes of constant C.O.V for both the characteristic and non - characteristic 
earthquake cases. These cstirnates are <:l\7erages of the e.o.v generated in the response 
surface fitting. 
~ 
The results of ;,\NO\''';' ~;:-:. tbe three response surface models (Dlaximum interstory drift for . I 
, .. j 
characteristic and non - c~;~::-~:cleristic earthquakes. and C.O.V of the maximU111 interstorv 
... ' "'J 
drift for non -cnaractcriiLlc earthquakes) are given in tables 5.8 and 5.7, respectively. 
Faravelli's proposed n1easure of the goodness-of-fit of the response surfaces is given in table 
5.5 and evaluations of !'cmp are shovln in table 5.6. 
",.,.,., 
··:1 
: .... J 
The conditional failure probability distribution chosen for this pIoblexu \vas a Type I 
extren1e value distribution, shown in equation 5.6. 
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PfJ d I X) = 1 - exp { - exp[ - CXn(X) ( d - un(x))]} 
where 
( " C d" ~ Db' .~. r F . i n.v./" X) = 'on It1onal.J..ro abllltvor allure 
'J~' , J 
-" G~ t:)7 i 'j unex) = !l[R(x)] + '._, I ! k 
an(x) 
an(x) - 16' 
. ,;, GR(x) 
Rex) = 111aXlI11UI11 interstory drift 
d = failure threshold int.erstory drift 
For higher failure thresholds (and correspondingly SI11aller conditional failure 
probabilities), it is possible to approxin1ate Pre by equation 5.7. 
PrJd I x) = exp[ - cxn(x)(d - un(x)] ( -- ,...., ,':J.! ) 
A simple exponential distribution was choseD for the auxiliary randoDl varjable required 
by the fast integration fonnulation of the limit state function, shcnvn in equation 5.8. 
Using The approxiInation in 5.7, it is possible to 'write the 111nit state function as: 
(5.9) 
As "vas discussed in Chapter 4, for a given tin1e history, it is possible to estinJate the C.O.\~ 
of the maximun} response (equation 4.9) C~{ang and Liu, 1981). Sample distributions of peak 
intcrstory drifts is sho\vn in figures 5.13 through 5.17 for a characteristic earthquake and in 
figures 5.8 through 5.12 for a nOl1- characteristic earthquake. 
It is no\v possible to \vrite the limit state function in its final form, which is now a relative1y 
sin1ple algebraic eXDression in terms of the svsten1 Daran1cters and an auxiliar;/ randO!l1 
~;. .,/ A ..... 
variable. 
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This lin1it state function is evaluated in a :rv1onte Carlo simulation \vith 10000 salnples to 
find the unconditional probabilirv of failure. It should be noted that without the sirnDlifving 
.,., J.. ..I ~. 
Zl.I)Droxin1ate response surface, it "would be necessarv to recalculate the TIlean value of the 
,1 J" .,I ~ 
response (for usc in con1Dutino(j the paran1eters of the conditional failure probability .;a..... .oS. .". 
distribution) at every step of the sinlulatioD. i~..s pointed out earlier, it would be sinlilarly 
necessarv to provide estin13tes of the COY of the DlaxiInum response for each combination 
-' ~ 
of systern paraI11eter values (also to fit the conditional failure probability distribution) unless 
the assumption \vas D1ade that the COY of tbe ITIa:xin1uD1 response \vas a constant. Figures 5.21 
and 5.23 sho\v scatterplots of response surface appraXiITIations of the COY of the maximum 
response plotted versus the actual estin1ates used to fit the response surface approxiInations 
for characteristic and Don -characteristic earthquakes, respectively. The wide range and good 
fit of the response surface for the COY of the non -characteristic earthquake nlaximum 
response contrast '.vith the linlited range of the characteristic earthquake case, \vh:ich supports 
the use of a response surface nlodel for the nOD -characteristic earthquake COY of 111 axin1un1 
response. 
The results of this approach and those of an approach based upon random vibrations are 
sho'wn in tables and graphs following the text portion of this chapter. The randon1 vibrations 
approach requires 2n + 1 randOITI vibration analyses for each iteration in FOR1Y1 analysis, 
where n is the I1un1ber of systeID paranleters, to find the necessary response statistics to fit the 
paranleters of the conditional failure probability distribution. The response surface approach 
requires 2Il + 2n + n2 evaluations of a tilne history analysis to fit the nvo response surface 
modelS, \vhere n2 is the nUDlber of center points used in the central composite design. Note 
that the use of n1uHip1e center points for the proposed method is required for the A~OVA, 
which provides the information necessary for Faravelli's proposed Ineasure of the 
goo dn ess - 0 f - fit. 
:...... 
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Figure 5.18 granhicallv sho~ws the results of the response surface aDnl~roacb for each storv 
~ 1..-'..i ..,/ ).. .. / 
cOD1Dared \vjth the randonl vibrations anDroae-h. Figure 5.19 con1Dares the response surface 
.i. .r-- A ",-- -" .$0.. 
approach 'with conventional distribution-fitting, \vhere 75 randon1]y generated response 
san1DJes are used to fit an aSSllD1ed distribution of the unconditional Drobabilitv of failure. It 
.i. A ..t 
shou1d be Doted that the results used for cODlparison are then1selves approxin1ate because of 
the complexity of this problem. The results from the constant C.O.VassuD.lptioD (single 
response surface) are very similar to the results of the full method. This suggests that it rnight 
be possible to use this assulnption to simplify the analysis. procedure for use in 
reliabiJity- based design, ,-vhere a large number of analyses are required. 
5.3 Offshore Platfornl Subjected to Hurricane H"azard 
In this example, \ve are interested in finding the annual exceedance probability for a 
continuous range of threshold values of the overturning Dloment capacity of an offshore 
platform located in the Gulf of Mexico. The jacket-type offshore platforn1 is subjected to the 
\villd, \vave and current forces produced by the passage of hurricanes. Sinlulation of the 
response of the offshore platfonn is not a sinlple task; and the generation of the exceedancc 
probability distribution requires n1any simulations. \Ven (\Ven and Banon, 1991) set up and 
solved this problem as a part of research into the developn1ent of criteria for cOInbining the 
effect of hurricane forces upon the structural reliability of offshore platform designs. In his 
approach to the problenl, a balance bet'Neen useful realism and practical simplicity is required, 
as too siluple of a model would not produce useful results and an overly realistic model would 
be difficult to solve in a timely lnanneI. The problem geOTIletry is shown in figure 5.29. 
The primary failure mode considered for jacket-type offshore platfonns is overturning. 
In this example, the model used to compute the overturning n101nent response is a simple 
ernpirical parametric equation (5.10) which depends upon the stonn forces and platform 
location (Heideman, 1988, as cited in \Ven, 1988). 
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The load nlodel is 11lore cOIl1plex, as D1ight be expected froin the focus of\Ven 's study. Data 
fron1 actual hurricanes in the GUlf of !v1exico \vas used to fit distributional information of the 
sin1ulated hurricanes. Three systen1 paran1eters proved to be sufficient to define a hurricane: 
where 
Rmax defines 
= radius from stOf1n center to maxin1um wind speed (n1) 
= storm pressure droD (n1b ') 
A J. '\ .. ' 
= storm foY\vard translation speed (lU/S) 
(5.10) 
Hmax = maximUD} individual wave height 
V 1L - component of surface current aligned with \vave direction 
\l = fonvard storn1 translation speed 
C1 = scaling factor for a given platform 
C '1' 4 jdepth - , 1--2 - .. V g 
C3 = 1.63 + 3.55 (' Hsn ) 
'depth 
C4 = en1pirical constant 
LIsn = significant wave height 
Size a S[Orn1, L~P defines the storm intensity and V f affects the duration 
of the stann effects upon the platfonu as wen as the storm load components. Parametric 
equations derived froD1 more sophisticated nUD1erical models exist to compute the wind speed 
(figure 5.26) and wave height (figure 5.27) for given hurricane paran1eters (Rmax ,.6.p J V f) and 
plarfornlloc3rioD relati'v'c to the stonn center (r) .. 1\ one dinlensional current model (Cooper, 
1988') is used to track: the tin-Ie histories of the currentvelocitvcornponents through thepassaoce 
/ .,/. ....... 
of the 5torn1 (figure 5.28). It is necessar~y to silnulate the passage of a hurricane by the platform 
site for each hurricane occurrence, which is assumed to follow a simple Poisson process 
(Haring and Heidenlan, 1978). 
-n"1 
: ,j 
,:. ! 
," 
"-.. ~ .- ) 
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The probability of failure due to OTfv1 can be eXT)ressed as shown in couations 5.11 and 
-A. .; 1. J 
5.12, where Y b is the mean occurrence rate of hurricanes; peS > s I H) is the probability of 
exceedancc of OTM given the occurrence of a hurricane; and T is the period of tinlC being 
considered. 
P f = 1 - exp[- 'YhP(S > sIH)TJ 
peS > s I H) = 21] f clx f fa da f f f f"p,R m",vrd6p dRmaxdVf 
G>S 
(5.11 ) 
x and 0. represent the coordinates of the hurricane storn1 track such that r = xsin(cx) 
defines the distance of the stonn track to tbe platform site (figure 5.29). 
Because the p}atforn1 behavior is deterministic once the system panuTIeter values are 
specified, it is not necessary to apply the fast integration technique to detcrnline a 11n1it state 
function; instead, tbe response surface Inode] of the ma.tximum aTM can be used directly 111 
iv10nte Carlo simulation. It is not practical to evaluate equation 5.11 directly through 
nUlnerical integration. 
FraIn the nature of tbe storm model, 'which assun1es that a hurricane travels along a straight 
line "with stationary intensity once the direction and translation speed arc specified, it can be 
5ho\vn that the platform response can be modeled as: 
(5.13) 
where f( ... ) is the maxin1um OTM evaluated at -R r = 1.0 and where g( ... ) is a shape function: 
'rna."\. 
The shape fUDction (shown graphically.in figure 5.31) .is found by nonlinear regression of the 
norn1alized OTM plotted versus ~ (figure 5.30) for the 40 largest stanns in the region 
-max 
datino back through lcnown records. Using this fonnulation al1o'ws the use of central COD1Dosite b ~ ~ A 
design to D10del fC ... ) by a response surface. \Vc atternpted to usc a five variable central 
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C0I11posite design to 1110del the conlplete OTtv1 envcloDe function: hovlevef, the nonlinear 
'>..,./ ..l " .. 
nature of the shape function provided a bettcr fit (equation 5.14). 
for 
for 
11 = ~ > 1.0 
R ma.x 
0("'1") = 1.192i~x"'p(·- 0.196.,) 4- 3.25 pxpt - 5.144,) 
b \. I .' 11 v. '11 'I'} '" " 11 
1'1=_1_'-<10 
I Rmax ~. 
(5.14) 
The coefficients of the response surface used to model the Dlaxin1un1 OTl\.II are given in 
table 5.1. The response surface is centered around the lucan values of the system parameters. 
i\NO\TA. is not necessary for this case because there is no pure error con1ponent (since the 
OT};f is cOl11pJetely deterministic once the system paran1eters are specified). 
Table 5.1 Coefficients for response surface of ruaximum OT};! 
I Term ofRS constant .6p Rmax Vf Ap Rma.x 
I Coefficien t 363.762 1'71 /1 14.07 44.41 -0.6031 I ... l..l.-r 
Tenl1 ofRS I Ap Rmax Vf Ap2 Rma.'I('2 vr2 
Coefficient I 6.225 -10.58 18.33 13.46 -7.818 ! 
Figure 5.1 shows the scatterplot of the OT:tv1 generated by the response surface vcrsus the , 
actual nla..xin1UllJ OTIv'l for the four thousand saIT1ples of the hurricane pararneters 
(Rmax ,L\p ,V f) used in the l\!lonte Carlo sinluJation. Figure 5.2 displays the con1parison of the 
results of the IvIonte Carlo sin1Ldation \vith the results of the response surface- based 
sirrndation. -:L\s can be seen in these figures, both the fit and the results of the reSDonse surface 
'-' . '" 
model are good. Use of nonlinear response surface models such as the shape function in 
equation 5.14 can extend the usefulness of the proposed IT1ethod. 
.. .; 
..:... 
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OTlv1 (Actual vs Response Surface) 
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Table 5.2 Response surface coefficients for the C.O.V'" of the D1axin1un1 interstory drift, 
non-characteristic earthquake (center point at ES=O, ED=O.2379, IvfMI=8) 
Tern1 of RS Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4 Story 5 
constant 0.21574 0.24515 0.26024 0.21462 0.18998 
ES I (L00744 -0.01051 -0.00379 -0.00256 0.00914 
ED -0.02887 -0.01761 0.00551 -0.03060 -0.01724 
1'v11\11 0.03097 0.00007 0.00049 0.00851 -0.00937 
ES xES -0.00212 0.00704 -0.00438 0.00073 0.00708 
ESx ED -0.01222 0.002.14 0.02747 0.00680 0.00940 
ES x 1vlJ\11 0.01142 0.0.1200 0.01585 I 0.02180 -0.00325 
EDxED 0.02063 -0.00632 -.{)'O3608 O.OOJ 36 0.00747 
ED x 1\1MI -0.01734 I -0.01173 -'{).()2710 -0.00859 0.00476 
1'vHvH x :rvUvlI -0.00747 -0.02776 -O.c)3219 -0.03106 -0.00960 I 
I 
! 
! 
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Table 5.3 Response surface coefficients for tbe Dlaxin1unl interstory drift, non-
characteristic earthquake (center point at ES==O, ED==O.2379, 1vfl'v1I=8) 
Ternl of RS Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4 Story 5 
constant I OASSOS 0.59043 0.60606 0.60573 0.59555 
ES -0.23241 -0.20953 -0.20243 --0.24499 -0.27798 
ED -(1.06465 -0.08504 -0.09595 -0.04083 -0.04324 
?vllvll 0.64639 0.53785 0.50681 0.45874 0.49913 
ES xES -(1.00939 -0.00519 0.00684 0.02958 0.04984 
ES x ED -0.04317 -0.06389 -0.08747 -0.10664 -0.05588 
ES x IvUvll -0.05086 -0.02446 -0.00164 -0.00123 0.02704 
EDxED ! -0.16812 -0.09648 -0.09508 -0.16782 -0.19914 
EDx 1',.1.0./11 -0.01635 -0.00720 -0.01560 0.04658 0.04381 
IvUvl1 x 1\11 rv1J 0.36483 0.22029 0.16269 0.09767 0.10761 
Table 5.4 Response surface coefficients for the maximun1 interstory drift, 
characteristic earthquake (center point at ES==-O.205, ED==O.05) 
Tern-l of RS Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4 Story 5 
constant 0.72308 0.87115 0.90649 0.83511 0.75673 
ES -0.26705 -0.24616 -0.25840 -0.24948 -0.23545 
! 
ED -0.04677 I -0.02986 I -0.03392 -0.04232 -0.05256 
E~ 
'-' xES 0.10057 C).04754 0.03062 CL03721 0.03305 
ES x ED 0.05573 I 0.03060 0.04437 0.04024 0.03722 
1 
EDxED -0.1 -0.10677 -0.10756 -0.09571 -0.07890 
1~lble 5.5 Estin1ates of J .. measure of goodness-of-fit 
Response surface StOlY' 1 <;;torv") ......... l.. ..,..J:-, Story 3 Story 4 Story 5 
Char Iv1.ax Drift i \.) .. ~ 
j() 
-j 0.2822 0.3511 0.4342 0.5672 
Non-char ?vI (LX D ri fl l :. , 1.6329 1.4748 1.4681 1.3411 ! 
Non-char C.O.V. {j.7~21 0.5212 0.9567 0.5893 0.5647 
Tab!e 5.6 Estimates of »-emp measure of goodness-of-fit 
Response surface Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4 Story 5 
Char l'v1ax Drift 0.389 I 0.343 0.382 0.448 0.533 
Non-char l'vfax Drift 0.198 0.105 0.051 0.009 0.322 
Non-char C.O.\'~ 0.772 0.639 0.829 0.692 0.700 
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Table 5.7 .Al~OVA results for non-character.istic earthquake 
I 
Contributions Sun1 of Squares Error of Sun1 of Squares Error of ! 
FroD1 (Story 1) of 1vlax Disp. l\/fax Disp. of CO V CO\l 
Total 10.1 1228 0.45965 0.07667 0.00348 I 
Regression 8.90638 0.98959 0.03528 I 0.00392 
I 
\ 
Pure Error 0.04199 0.00524 0.01602 0.00200 
Lack of Fit 1.16391 0.05060 0.02534 0.00110 
I Contributions SUD1 of Squares Error of Sun1 of Squares Error of 
FrOD1 (Story 2) of I\1ax Disp. 1v1ax Disp. of CO\l COY 
Total 6.27134 0.28506 0.09088 0.00413 
Regressi on 5.53914 0.61545 0.02260 0.00251 
Pure Error 0.08448 0.01056 0.03834 ! 0.00479 
Lack of Fit 0.64771 0.02816 0.02994 0.00130 
Contributions Sum of Squares Error of SUITI of Squares Error of 
From (Story 3) of Ivla,"{ Disp. wfax Disp. of CO V COY 
Total 5.12158 0.23280 0.1 0717 0.(}Q487 
Regression 4.74987 0.52776 0.04383 0.00487 
Pure Error 0.05124 0.00641 0.01744 0.00218 
Lack of Fit I 0.32045 0.01393 0.04590 0.00200 
Contributions I Sum of Squares Error of Sun1 of Squares ! Error of I 
Fron1 (Storv 4'1 ~. .' / of 1\rfax Disp. 1\1ax Disp. of CO V CO\7 
Total 4.37625 0.19892 0.05419 0.00246 
RegressIon 4.21505 0.46834 0.03787 0.00421 
Pure Error 0.02240 0.00280 0.00817 0.00102 
Lack Fit 0.13880 0.00603 0.00815 0.00035 
Contributions I Sum of Squares Error of Sum of Squares Error of 
FroID (Story 5) of 1Y1ax Disp. 1v1ax Disp. of CO V COY 
Total 5.23198 0.23781 0.02772· 0.00126 
Rcaression b 5.07378 0.56375 0.01017 0.00113 
Pure Error 0.02564 0.00320 0.00915 0.00114 
Lack of Fit 0.13256 0.00576 0.00839 0.00036 
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Table 5.8 Jt\.N·OV~L\ results for characteristic earthquake 
Can tribu tions Fronl (Story 1) Surn of Squares of 1.vlax Disp. Error of 1Y1ax Disp. 
Total 2.12136 0.14142 
! 
Regression 1.57834 0.31567 
i Pure Error 0.39424 0.05632 ! 
I Lack of Fit 0.14877 0.00783 ! 
Contributions Fron1 (Story 2) Sunl of Squares of J\.1ax Disp. Error of Ivlax I)isp. 
Total 1.56141 0.10409 
Regression 1.16105 0.23221 
Pure Error 0.32922 0.04703 
! 
Lack of Fit 0.07114 0.00374 
Contributions Fronl (Story 3) Stun of Squares of !v1ax Disp. Error of !viax Disp. 
Total '1.42113 0.09474 
Regression 1.19363 0.23873 
Pure Error 0.17046 0.02435 
Lack of Fit I 0.05703 0.00300 
Can tribu tions FroHl (Story 4) Surn of Squares of 1\,1ax Disp. Error of lYrax Disp. 
Tota} 1.24902 0.08327 
Regression 1.09565 0.21913 
Pure Error 0.10145 0,01449 
Lack of Fit 0.05191 0.00273 
Contributions FroIll (Story 5) SU111 of Squares of NIax Disp. Error of ~1ax Disp. 
Tbtal JJJI225 0.06748 
RCo-"i"'ssiop . . bj, \-.. ..... .L 0.92783 0.18556 
I 
Pure Error 0.04507 0.00644 
Lack of Fit 0.03935 0.00207 
Table 5.9 Estin1ates of constant C.O.V of ma.ximum interstory drift 
EQ Type Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4 Story 5 
Characteristic 0.21229 0.22996 0.23717 0.20742 0.18149 
I 
N onchar8cteristic 0.21683 0.23997 0.24794 0.20955 0.18655 
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Distribution of Peak Values (Alpha=1.38, K=3.16, Sjgma=O.109) 
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Distribution of Peak Values CAlpha=1.15, K=2.89, Sigma=0.430) 
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Probability of 1.0 percent drift being exceeded for the tinH~ windo'r" 1991 to 2041 
Table 5.10 Randon1 vibration approach results (Eliopoulos and \Ven~ 1991, p.94) 
Story PF(Umax > 10 \ PF(Umax > uflOnc) P 'V \ Uf! ch) d 'max :2.: u,.) .I 
J. '>. Ii 
1 I 0.0026 0.0188 0.1048 i 
2 0.0336 0.0228 0.1408 
."') 0.0336 0.0228 0.1408 .) 
4 0.0174 I 0.0192 0.1146 
5 0.0099 0.0233 0.1318 ; 
Table 5.11 Response surface approach results (COV RS for NC) 
Story I P-::-(U max > uri a eh) I PF(Umax > uflOne) p fU U·') 
. F\ 'max:2.: it 
1 0.0022 0.0283 0.1531 
2 I 0.0053 0.0224 0.1250 
'"' 0.0068 0.0215 0.1211 .J 
4 0.0038 0.0169 0.0956 
...., I 0.0017 0.0254 0.1384 -" 
Table 5.12 Response surface approach results (constant CO'V) 
Story PF(lTmax > Uri 0 ch) PF(Umax > DflOne) P iU ' Fl !max:2.: ufl \ J 
'1 0.0022 0.0441 0.2276 1 
'i I 0.0053 0.0232 0.1290 L., 
...., 0.0068 0.0213 0.1201 -') 
4 I 0.0038 0.0160 0.0909 
5 0.0017 0.0245 0.1338 
.~ 
. .::~ 
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Probability of 1.5 percent drift being exceeded for the time windo\v 1991 to 204.1 
Table 5.13 Randon1 vibration approach results (Eliopoulos and \Ven, 199], p. 94) 
Story FF(Urnax > '0 \ ufl ch) PF(Urnax > Uri One) Pp(lTmax ~ 
1 0.00009 ()'0129 0.0723 
2 0.00205 0.0113 0.0647 
'"'1 0.00240 0.0097 0.0558 -) 
4 O.OOOS7 0.0078 CL0446 
5 0.00043 0.0102 0.0577 
Table 5.14 Response surface approach results (CO\! RS for NC) 
Story PF(U rnax > ufl 0 ch) PF(Umax > uflOnc) PF(U max 2: u f) 
1 0.0001 0.0109 0.0616 
"") 0.0000 0.0094 0.0533 L 
3 I 0.0003 0.0089 0.0507 
4 0.0000 0'{)035 0.0202 
5 0.0001 0.0057 0.0327 
Table 5.15 Response surface approach results (constant COY) 
1 0.0001 0.0122 0.0687 
,., 0.0000 0.0089 0.0505 L 
""' 0.0003 0.0084 0.0479 _1 
4 0.0000 0.0029 0.0168 
5 0.0001 0.0060 0.0344 
I 
I 
Table 5.16 Sin1u}ation results (\Ven; Foutch; Eliopoulos, and Yu, Evaluation of Seismic 
Reliability of Steel Buildings Designed l~ccording to Current Code 
Procedures, 1991) 
Story PF(lJmax > Drl 0 ch) - 0.05 Pp(Umax > uflOch) = 0.10 
1 I 0.63 1.00 
2 0.89 I 1.38 
"., 1.02 1.60 :..] 
4 ! 1.01 1.59 I 
~ ! 1.00 1.54 J f 
Table 5.17 COD1parison of results betvVeen response surface and random vibration 
approaches (probability of failure) 
Story Response Surface Random Vibrations 
} 0.0833 0.0723 
2 0.1022 0.0647 
"'l 0.1033 0.0558 ~} 
.Ii 
...., 0.0670 0.0446 
5 I 0.0675 0.0577 
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Figure 5.21 Characteristic earthquake COY of max interstory drift scatterplots 
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Figure 5.22 Non-characteristic earthquake n1a:{ interstory drift scatterplots 
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Figure 5.24 Non - characteristic earthquake time histories 
ES= -0.205, ED=0.44294, iv1i'Y1I =9.0665 
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CHA.PTER 6 
SENSITIVITY" J.t\i~AL'YSIS USING THE· PROPOSED IvIETHOD 
6.1 Introduction 
Sensitivity analysis is an inlportant step in nlost reliability analyses. \Vith this inforn1(1tion, 
it becolnes possible to make consistent decisions about the relative significance of systeTI1 
parameters, which can reduce the cost of analysis if the variability of a system paranleter can 
be neglected. SiInilar1y, parameters which were assuI11cd constant in the initial analysis Blight 
need to be considered to be variables in order to arrive at an accurate assessment of the 
reliability. Sensitivity analysis is also important in the bigger picture of the purpose for 
perforn1ing reliability analysis. Knowing the response changes relative to nveaks of certain 
parameters can effect the design of new structures or the modification of design codes. 
Sensitivity analysis is very important in rcliability- based design. 
vVith this in lnind, tvvo approaches to sensitivity analysis are reviewed in this chapter. The 
first is a conventional approach used in conjunction with J\10nte Carlo simulations. The second 
approach, designed by KarmTIchandani (1990) makes use of iInportance sampling techniques 
to provide lnore accurate and robust information at a very low' cost. It is possible to use the 
results of tbe response surface method with both approaches in an efficient manner (it is not 
ahvays possible to use Karamchandani's proposed approach). 
6.2 Conventional NICS Approach for Estimating Sensitivity 
Using Monte Carlo simulation (MCS), the failure probability (shown in equation 6.1) can 
be estin1ated as ShO\V11 in equation 6.2, where PQ is the probability of failure, 1;Q is the lviCS' 
approximation of the probability of failure, Q is the vector of probability density function 
parameters, fQ(x) is the joint probability density function of the system paranlcters, lex) is the 
indicator function (1 if a failure has occurred; 0 if not) and N is the nunlber of simulation 
samples. 
90 
Pn = J l(x) fn(x)dx 
N 
'" 1",,", pn = Po = \ ) l(x.) ;;, ... ~ N L..; J' 
j=l 
(6.1) 
(f... '")\ \V.,,-) 
The sensiti,/itv' of the failure probability to a specific densitv function parmneter Q: can be 
,,/ .,/ .,; .A. 
estilnated by using 1Y1CS estimates of the probability of failure in a simple difference equation 
as sho\vn in equation 6.3: 
" '" 
r. PQ+,6.Q. - PQ 
SQi = 6.0.. 
"-1 
\vhere 
N 
A 1 ""' Pr. = ~ '> l(x.) 
.:..; NL' J 
j=l 
(6.3) 
Karamchandani (1990) notes that the use of this conventional approach to sensitivity 
analysis can be inaccurate and expensive. For a large 6.QL, the bias in the sensitivity estimator 
can be large. For srnall 6.Qu the C.O.v. of the estimator becomes very large. This approach 
also has the drawback of requiring an additional tv10nte Carlo sin1ulation for each sensitivity 
estin1ate beyond the original sin1ulation. Rubenstein (1981) suggests an improvement to this 
approach to decrease the C.O .\1: of the sensitiviiJr estimator by using the same random number 
generator seeds to gcne~'ate the failure events for estimating PQ+6.Qj as "veIl as PQ' This should 
create a positive correlc.:ion benveen these failure probability estimates, which \vill improve 
6.3 Karanlchandani's .-\pproach for Estimating Sensitivity 
Karanlchandani (1990) applies in1portance sampling concepts to the conventional 
sensitivity analysis scheme to reduce computational costs and improve accuracy_ The 
sensitivity of the failure probability to changes in the probability distribution parameters can 
be defined as: 
,"-'.";'\ 
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-"'~ op (. i J / , ' / ' 
SQ. = iC)~ = "Q(, I\x) fQ\x)dx 
1 Clooi~~ ().: 
1 1 
Interchanging the integration 21}d differentiation operators gives us the expression: 
r 
"'f (,\ r r 
, () 0 Xl , 
S = I ( x ) ~~, / ax = Il Q; ",' ao 
~ '"'.., i ,., 
(6.5) 
The estin1ate of this sensitivity Dleasure. Sf'"), n1av then be forrnu1ated as: 
..., '" ~l!..... J 
(6.6) 
Solving the partial derivative by numerical differentiation al1c)\vs the sensitivit:y estirnator sr2 
to be forn1l1lated as: 
'f-i f /, fe"~ 
1 )
" 0 .... ,~o \ x . J - Q . X;) 
1\ _ '1' ,.) ~~, '-'_<OJ J - J 
sQ. - N. . (X iAn 1: I,. ". 
-, .1~·" u:::';;:" lpV':';) j=l j ~ J 
('/:~ 7)\ 
..,\j+ I 
Sincc = 0 for Don - failure points, it is only Dccessa:Ci to evaluate equation 6.7 at the 
-" failure points froIn the original sin1ulation. It is ilnportant to note that this efficient schen1e is 
dependent on the assumption that the failure domain used to estimate PQ+b.Qjis contained 
within the failure dornain used to estimate PQ< .A..s vvin be sho\:vn later in this chapter, this is not 
ahvays the case. 
The sensitivity estimate can be norn1alized by il1ultiplying it by the value of the distribution 
parameter being studied and dividing it by the failure probability. 
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Equation 6.8 defines a non-diI11ensionallneasure of the sensitivity; it can be interpreted 
as the percen tage change ill the failure probability due to one percent change in the parameter 
O. 
--I" 
6.4 Response Surface-Based Sensitivity Analysis 
The proposed n)cthod creates an approxilnate lin1it state function 'which can be '.Alritten 
exactly and \vbich is con1putationally sin1ple. The lirnit state is also formulated by the fast 
integration technique to be tiTne invariant This allows us to use the sensitivity analysis 
equations (6.3 and 6.7) directly, even though the problems targeted by the proposed method 
arc tin1e-varianr. The sin1ple Jin1}! state fornlulation also Inakes Monte Carlo sin1ulations 
relatively inexpensive, so that the conventional approach to sensitivity analysis involving MCS 
(section 6.2) is DOt nluch nlore costly than Karamchandani's proposed schenle. In order to 
minin11ze e C. O.\~ of the sensitivity estimator So ,Rubenstein's suggestion of using the san1e 
. --t 
seeds is o\ved \vhen the conventional Tv'1CS sensitivity analysis approach is used. Although 
values, they reI11ain accurate for the small changes used in sensitivity analysis. 
6.5 Senslti "ity Analysis of the Stationary SDOF Exanlple 
To exalnlne the effectiveness of crnoloving the response surface-based limit state function 
l ... '-' 
in sensitivity analysis, \ve e.xanJined the sensitivity of the. failure probability of the stationary 
SDOF systcnl to cbanges in the distribution paran1cters of the systelu parameters. This is the 
sarne exan1Dle as was exan1ined in Chapter 4. Note that a given threshold can be exceeded bv 
.J. "'-'" .... 
both upcrossin2, and do\vncrossin£. The threshold used in these sensitivitv analvses is 0.50 feet. 
- "-" _ .,t 't#' 
The nfob1erll \vas solved using Karan1chandani's formulation as applied to the direct 
.1 '-' 
1'v1onte Carlo sinlulation (SOlving for the systern response by dynaTuic analysis for each of the 
J 00,000 runs) and also as aDPlied to Monte Carlo siInulation usin~1 the reSDonse 
> ~ • 0 1 
~ .. : ~j 
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,... b ' ,. . ... ...,(: . T" " . ., . A 0 . r (' .-,-
surIace- ased lunh staLe functIon. De cl1ange In CllstnDutloD pararncters; D",,,,(, 1S set at 0.dL) 
tinles the oriS:lnal Daralneter value. The normalized sensitivity estirnates are sho\vn in table 
--" ... '. ' "'" 
6.1. 
Table 6.1 Nonna1ized sensitivitv estinlates for the stationarY SDOF svsteITI 
JJ J 
Distribution pararneter Sensitivity Sensitivity (RS- based 
" " (direct T\1CS) Ivl'CS) 
NO (n1can) -9.613 -5.100 I 
NO (std dev) 0.655 0.265 
Zeta (mean) -4.977 -1.401 I 
Zeta (std dey) 1.813 2.224 I 
SO (n1ean) 1.337 0.163 I ! 
SO (std dey) 1.820 0.475 
T (rnean) 1.788 1~77 ! 
T (std dev) CL098 2.04 
,<\.s can be seen in this table, the general trends of the sensitivity estin1ates and the relative 
..;...; in1portancc of the variables are caDtured nrettv \-veE bv the reSDonse surface - based analysis. 
ok .s.."! -¥ ~ ,.! 
.A..s Inight be exnected, the Dlean value of the natural frequencv of the SDOF s\,stenl is the nlost 
~ J. .,/-
in1portant distribution paranlcter, while the mean and standard deviation of the dan1ping ratio 
fol1c)\v dose behind. j\n increase in natural freouencv results in an decrease in failure 
.;. ,/ 
probability (higher stiffness leads to smaller displaceInents); and an increase in dan1ping has 
sin1i1ar effects, as Inight be expected. 
The superior accuracy of the results of the sensitivity analysis based on direct IvIeS COBles 
at a relatively high cost; the direct ivleS approach requires s~veral thousand n10re dynarnic 
analyses (in addition to the 100,000 dynamic analyses perforn1ed in the original sin1ulation) 
than the response surface approach (\vhich required only 36 dynamic analyses to fit the 
response surfaces). Especially for more cOHlplex pIoblerns, this ]eve] of accuracy for such a 10\v 
cost nlakes the response surface- based sensitivity analyses an attractive alternative. 
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6.6 Sensitivity .. 4.nalysis of the Non - characteristic Earthquake Example 
The second exanlple examined is of the five-story, three-bay S1v1RSF subjected to 
non-characteristic earthquake (as presented in chapter 5). Due to the increased cOlup]exity, 
it \vas not feasible to oerforn1 sensitivitv analvsis bv direct simulation. Two of the distribution 
).. ,..'./ ..". 
paraITIeters of Ml'vfI, the 1'vfodified lYlefealli Intensity, are lilUits on the minimun1 and 
111 ClxirnuD1 values al1o\ved. Because of this, the assumption of PQ + 6.Q
i 
and PQ sharing the same 
failure dOHlain is not valiel. Karanlchandani's proposed approach is used for the other 
distribution paran1eters; the conventional MCS sensitivity analysis is perfornled for :tvHvlIru'lx ~ .' J ,I,. • c.. 
and 1\1tvl1min' Results are not available for the sensitivity of the failure probability with respect 
to the nlcan values of ES and ED (respectively; the uncertainty tern1S in the attenuation and 
the duration of the non -characteristic earthquake). The results of the sensitivity analysis 
(based upon 10~OOO san1ple l\ifonte Carlo sirnulations) are presented in tables 6.2 through 6.6. 
Variations of the distribution paran1eters are 0.025 tilues the original distribution paran1eter 
value. The threshold values tested are in tern1S of the story height (a threshold of 0.010 is equal 
to 0.10 tinles the story height). 
Table 6.2 Norn1alized sensitivity estimates for MMlma'X 
Threshold Story 1. Story 2 Story 3 Story 4 Story 5 
0 2.4735 2.1429 2.9767 3.0769 2.4409 
0.015 3.6697 8.2979 4.7191 10.2857 3.5088 
Table 6.3 Norrnalized sensitivity, estimates for MMlmin 
t Threshold Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4 Story 5 
! o.(no -18.7986 3.5714 5.1163 3.3136 2.4409 i 
! 0.015 3.1193 6.3830 ! 4.0449 7.4286 1.4173 I 
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Table 6.4 Norn1alized sensitivity cstirnatcs for b (1vH\r'1n 
...- '\ /' 
Thresh01d Story 1 Story 2 I Story 3 Story 4 I 
f 
Story 5 I 
I 0.010 -1.8648 -3.1311 -3.0385 -2.3125 ~ -2.2235 ! j 
! 0.015 -3.5215 -3.5350 -3.3820 -3.1056 I 1 -3.3081 I 
Table 6.5 Normalized sensitivitv estin1ates for uES 
,.I ''-
Thresbold Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4 Story 5 
0.010 1.2565 0.5174 0.6165 1.5065 1.6526 
0.015 0.6056 0.5214 0.8088 1.9540 1.5699 
Table 6.6 Normalized sensitivity estinlates for aED 
Threshold Story 1 Story 2 Story 3 Story 4 StorY 5 ~, 
0.010 0.4843 0.5351 0.5545 0.9917 1.1032 
0.015 0.4277 0.4296 I 0.6423 1.4449 0.7040 
The results ShCWl that the upper and lower bounds on the 1vfodified 1vfercalli Intensity of 
non -characteristic earthquakes are the n10st 1111portant distribution paraIl1eters of the five 
exan1ined. L\S might be expected, except for a large negative value for the 0.01 threshold level 
at the first story, increases of the l'v1MI bounds lead to increases in the failure probability (due 
to higher earthquake. intensities). The large effect of changing the lo\ver bound on the 
probability distribution of [v1MI, while sOlue\vhat counter-intuitive, can be vigorously proved 
to be the case. The "b" parameter of the intensity controls the dispersion in the truncated 
exponential distribution; as e)).yected, an increase of this pararneter leads to a decrease in 
scatter and hence a decrease of the failure probability. The failure probabilities of the higher 
stories in the structure are n10re sensitive to changes in GES and OED' The larger sensitivity 
values for i\1iv1Imin at the 0.015 threshold for the second and fourth stories are likely due to 
the designed decrease in the colurnn stiffness berNeen the second and third stories and 
bet\vecn the fourth and fifth stories (Eliopoulos and Wen, 1991). 
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.l. ne large negatIVe value I - O. IYoi)) o' t Ie non - dimenSlonai sensitlvItv estin1ate or t 1C ~ ~ \ . ~ 
rvnvHmin pararncter at the 0.01 threshold value for the first story n11ght be, in part, due to a lack 
of fit error \vhich is at least nvice as large for the first story response. surface as it is for the 
~ ~ 
response surface I110dels for the other stories (table 5.7). Sensitivity estirnates at i1Ql ranging 
frorn 0.005 to 0.05 times the original value of tv11vHmin vary greatly, even though the sensitivity 
estin1ates for stories 2-5 generally do not. The response surface coefficients which are 
associated with the 'tvHvll systen1 paranlcter for the first story are about twice as large as those 
for other stories, \vhich fnigh t CODlpound this effect. 
It is seen that, in general, the upper and lower li!nits of the 'tvfi'v11 and the scatter paran1eter 
b in the inteDsity distribution are the n10st in1portant and the duration the least in ternlS of 
affecting the failure probability. This indicates that there is a need to ensure accurate D10deJing 
~ . ~ ~ 
of these paran1eters and their uncertainties. The proposed response surface-based n1ethod 
can be used as a tool for this purpose. 
_~ • ... J 
.. j 
7.1 SUillnlary 
(''7 
.1; 
CHAPTER 7 
SUl\11\'L;\R):T AND CONCLUSIONS 
Tbe preceding chapters of this thesis present an approxirnate n1cthod for finding tbe 
reliability of a structural systern subjected to tin1e-variant load, where uncertainties in the 
structure and/or load svsten1 Daranleters n1av be renresented bv rando111 variabJcs. The 
. ...l. _!.l .. ,' 
I11etbod utilizes the Response Surface 1Yfethodo10gv and the fast integration technique 
",-,..I \-0> .J.. 
developed by \Ven and Chen. The time- invariant lin}1! state forn1ulati0l1 provides a 
COITIputationally siInple expression for efficient evaluation in l\llonte Car10 sin1ulations. 
i\,pplication of conventional and in1proved (Kararnchandani, 1991) forn15 of IvfCS - based 
sensitivitv analysis extend the usefulness of the n1ethod. 
~ '" 
The Inethod is applied to an offshore pJatfonn exarl1pJe with a time-varyirlg but 
detern1inistic load and to a structural reliabi1ityprobJenl involving earthquake loading. Results 
are approximate (san1e order of rnagnitude) at a generally ]ov/ cost cornpared with alternative 
D1Cthods. The exanlp]es exaD1ined possessed frorn t,vo to four randon1 systcru paran1eters 
under consideration, though the Inethod can be applied to problems\-vith n10re randonl systeln 
pararncters. 
Central composite designs are used to create the response surfaces; \vhich model the 
response quantity of interest and also the C.O.\Z of that response. Tbe latter can be 
approxinlated for nonstationary response by assuming that the peak responses fo11o\v a 
\:\Feibu]] distribution and applying extren1e value theory. Engineeringjudgen1ent and trial and 
error are used to find the initial center Doint of the design. /-1. l11easure of the validity of the ! ~ ¥ 
response surfaces is proposed \vhich is based on i\.NO\ZA. of the response surface fit. 
The response surfaces are then used to model the mean and C.O.'\Z of an Cx.1:rcIl1c value 
distribution \V111Ch is assun1cd to describe the failure probability conditional on the randon1 
98 
systelTI para:rneters. The conditional failure probability distribution is an integral part of the 
fast in te gra tion fornnl1a tion of the lin1i1 state function, which transforn1s a tilTIe variant 
reliabilitv problenl to one that is tinle invariant This limit state surface DH1V then be used in 
~ . J 
1vfonte Carlo sirnulation or FORlvl/S0R1v1 to estin1ate the failure probability. 
7.2 Discussion and Conclusions 
In general, the results of the exalnpJes tested shO'wed good agreeIl1ent\vith results obtained 
by alternative approaches. The use of the proposed method can be particularly effective for 
reliabil.ity- based design, \vbere Dlany solutions of reliability problems are required. \Vhile not 
extreIl1ely accurate, the proposed method does give good approximate results at a ver:y lo\v 
cost. T11is cost can conceivably be further reduced by elin1inating the Inultiple center points 
(needed only for l\J"\J.O\/~A.) and possibly assun1ing a constant C.O.\Z Like\vise, the accuracy 
THigh: be irnproved by designs \vhich require rnore points; ho\vever, it is difficult to saywhether 
The proposed 111casure of the validity of the response surfaces is empirical;: but hopefully 
provides a reasonable con1prcnnise between Faravcllfs }" nlcasure and the wo alternative , ..... 
nleasures proposed by Bc)hm and Bruckner- Foit. Judging the effectiveness of each response 
surface by the accuracy of the resultant failure probability approxin1ation and the fit of each 
response surface, it appears that sn1aJ]er values of }'.emp indicate greater effectiveness. It is 
difficult £'ron1 the few exarl1pJes researched to recon1mend a generallin1it for '''cmp' 
One weakness of the proposed method is the lack of an objective approach to finding a 
good initial center point. Engineering judge!l1ent and trial and error prpved adequate for the 
exalnples studied in that tbe failure probability estimates achieved reasonable accuracy once 
response values \-vere 1Tiade to bracket threshold values of interest; alternative approaches 
(such as the use of a linear response surface within FOR:tv1 analysis) generally failed to be 
'\. I> .. '" '"-'" ... 
robust. 
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Care must ahvays be taken ',vitb the proposed D1ethod not to ex1cnd the usc of a response 
. . 
surface too far beyond the domain about which it '"vas fitted; fortunately, in reliabil ity analysis, 
a good fit around the threshold values of interest appears to satisfy this requirenlent. This 
,. • r 1 1 l' f ,. d 1 " . conClUSIon anses IrOD} ear v resu ts \V lere the res~)onse sur ace p,reolcte,- va ues old not 
... '" 
bracket tbe threshold and led to poor approximations of the failure probability. 
"Vith respect to the exan1ples studied in chapter 5, it is evident that a constant C.O.\Z 
assun1ptioD can be safely used in the response surface -based approach to solvl11 g the 
.,.1 J,. .;. ....... 
earthquake reliability probleDl since the C.O.,,~ \7ariability has little effect aD the solution. This 
., J' 1 .. ff 1 Tl 1 f' . . . "., \Vll reouce t le COl1lputatlonaJ e art son1ew 1at.1e resu ts 0 tne sensltIvlty analysIs 1D cllaptcr 
6 indicate that further study is vvarranted of the effect of the distribution parameters of M1YlI 
on the failure probability,. It is Dossible that the upper and lower bounds of 7\1TvfI should be 
...1 A 
treated as random variables to accurately assess the reliability of the structure to eartbguake 
hazard. This should not increase the com,putational effort of reliability analysis through the 
...... ~ 
proposed method beyond practicallinlits, though the nUI11ber of dynanlic analyses required to 
fit the response surfaces \vould increase from 39 (23 for the non-characteristic earthquake 
case and 16 for the characteristic earthquake) to 75 (59+ 16). The nunlber could be decreased 
by reducing the nUD1ber of center !Joint evaluations or bv usiobO" a Inorc efficient design than ~ '-' 1 .,; t...-
the central con1posite design. 
7 .. 3 Future Research 
The proposed nj::}~'~';J is currently fornlulated to solve problenls \vith uninlodal failure 
states. It is possible to expand the method to include nlulti -modal failure states. lIse of 
nonlinear response surface models beyond polynonlials illight improve the accuracy of the 
results 'while reducing the nUInber of dynan1.ic analyses required to fit the response surfaces. 
Testing of the proposed response surface validity test by c0111parison \-vith the nleasures 
proposed by Bdhnl and Bruckner-Foit l11ight be an interesting exercise, though the cost of 
100 
running that rnanv rCDetitions would be high for most IJroblen1s of interest Such research 
....... ";,.j. '-"" 
could attcrnpt to refine or replace the proposed !'.cmp n1easure. 
Finally, a robust, n1cthodical approach to dctern1ine the initial center point still remains 
to be found. 
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f."\PI:lENI)IX A. 
FAST INTEGR~4.TION FOR.!vIULKfION 
A.I Fast Integration FornHllution 
According to \Ven and Chen (1987), \-vork by Igusa andDer Kiuregbian, Gucri and 
Raclvvitz and Madsen n1otivatc.d the develoDn1cnt of a rnethod bv 
j. .' 
a tinlc-varian.t 
rcliahiljtv Droblen1 n11rrht be reduced to a tin1C- invariant one. 
J ~ ~ 
For a structural systenl under hnle-variant loads~ where thc unconditional probability of 
failure is expressed as: 
\vhere 
r 
Pr = J Pf{x)f;Jx)dx 
. X 
Pf(X) = conditional probability of failure. given X - x 
fx(x) = joint density function of X 
CA.l) 
a transfonnation of systcnl paran1eters X to standard Donna] variates 1T is perfouned, and an 
auxiliary standard Dornlal vadate tJ n + 1 is introduced, \vhere Un + 1 is independent of U. The 
tin1c-invariant reJiabiJit:y problen1 in the transforn)ed space rnay then be solved with a lin1it 
state function: 
fT' U ) gr; q ~ U, 11 + 1 
'l', \..; 0+1 ' •. -' 
= U .-'f) - 1 .f [rT' - 1 /U' " 11 
n+ 1 - '-.,1 I.Pf 1 \. ')JJ (r-\.2) 
where 
T -1 CU) == the systern paran1eters X in the transforn1ed space 
$-1(. .. ) == inverse norn1al CDF 
" .' 
pt< ... ) - conditional probability of failure 
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The probability of failure associated \vith this perfornlancc function is equivalent to that 
sho\vn in equation 1-\.2. Tbis may be shown by: 
r 
PI' = J 
gcu (U,Uc_,)<o 
'n .. 1 q~':"1lprJ 
=,( fo(u){ )1" fIT 
_ ,./ n 
U -cc; 
= J fv(u) Pf[T- 1(u)]du 
LJ 
= I fx(x) pt<x)dx 
x 
(A .. 3) 
In the proposed J11ctbod, v/hen the probability of failure is COD1puted through the 
application ofFORlvi, it is assun1cd that the randoD1 variables \viIJ be transfornled into norn1al 
space by the FORt'l1 procedure. Because of this, it is not necessary that the randoD1 variables 
be transfonllcd to Donnal space before introduction ofthc auxiliary randon1 variable and the 
of to a tinlC -invariant one. Thus, the auxiliary variable's probability 
distribution should be chosen such that the inverse CDF be easy to cOlnpute. 
: .. 
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